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ABSTRACT

This work is concerled with the evaluation of present and new designs of tap-

lead insuiation of a distribution transformer with barrel-type coils. To accomplish

this, simulations, based on lurnped parameter equivalent circuits, and test measure-

ments were carried out to investigate transient impulse voltage distribution in a dis-

tribution transformer coils, and coils with new tapJead insulation designs. In order

to establish the equivalent circuit models, an accul ate and flexible technique was

proposed to calculate lumped inductive parametels. The models were validated by

a good agreement between the simulation results and test measurements through

investigating the capacitive effects ofcore and tank, the effect ofvarious equivalent

circuits and the effect of tap connections under impulse voltage application. By

using the simulation results of transient over-voltage distribution as boundary con-

ditions, electric field stresses on insulation near the input end and tap-leads were

evaluated through quasi-static field analysis based on Finite Element Method. Wìth

conservative factors already built in, the fie1d analysis results show that the present

tapJead insulation design of three layers of paper is conservative and it can be

reduced to two layers of paper or even one layer of paper without any problem in

electrical point of view.
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Chapter I

1. INTRODUCTION

Accumulation of knowledge from research work and practical experience has

resulted in transformer designs which are increasingly optimal in functionality and

economy. With increasing transmission voltage levels, in the past mâny years,

researchers concenffated their attention on the optimal design of large capacity

power transformers. Nowdays, because of stiff competition in the marketplace,

manufacturers are interested in the optìmal design of distribution transformers.

Even though the improvement may only be very limited, the gains to be made in

the long term is appreciable. Among present designs of various types of distribu-

tion transformers, irnprovements ale possible in the highJow barrier and tap-lead

insulation. The objective of this project is to evaluate the design of tap-lead insula-

tion of a distribution transformer and suggest optimal designs. Fig. 1.1 shows the

an'angement of tap leads and associated insulation of a coil which belongs to a l0

kVA, 14,400 1240 distribution transformer.

Fig. 1.1 Tap leads and insulation of a coil of a 10 kVA,
14,4O0 / 240 distribution transfomer

Generally speaking, under normal operation in the steady state, the voltage is

linearly distributed along the winding; therefore, insulating the tap leads presents
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no difflculty. However, during operation, the transformer may suffer many types of

abnormal voltages. The resulting non-linear distribution of these voltages along the

transformer winding can cause high stress at certain portions of the winding. Some

extra insulation is nolmally used to reinforce the insulation structure. This is the

reason why extra insulation is present ar-ound the input end and tap leads. There-

fore, accurate simulation of transient abnormal voltage distribution along a trans-

former winding is crucial for the evaluation of it's insulation stnrcture at these

locations.

In the early 1950s, Abetti [1] suggested a scaled transfonner model in conjunc-

tion with a capacitance network to model the transient distribution of impulse volt-

age in transformer winding. Though the simulatìon results are sufficiently accurâte

for design purposes, the method suffers the disadvantage that it requires the con-

struction of a special model for each t¡ansfolmer design.

Almost at the same time, Lewis [2] proposed that the transient behavior of a

transformer winding can be studied with an equivalent ladder-type network com-

posed of a finite numbel of uniform sections. Each section is composed of lumped

capacitive and inductive components which represent the dishibuted parameter-s of

actual winding. The transient behavior of the equivalent network when subjected to

an impulse surge can be readily evaluated by nurnerìcal computation. Lewis's

model is applicable only to a uniform winding. Fulthermore, the representation of

inductive coupling effect was included by modifying the self inductance value.

McWhirter et a1 [3], studied the same problem based on an equivalent circuit

approach. They derived from the circuits a set of equations which were solved by

using an analog computer. Their model still suffers the restrictions ar-ising from the

size and symmetry of the equivalent circuit used to represent the winding.

Dent [4] used an equivalent circuit of the same general form as that proposed by

Lewis, but with certain differences. Dent's model can represent a non-unifor.m
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winding and the effect of inductive coupling between sections are taken into

account. The differential equations of the equivalent circuit were solved numeri-

caily by a digital computer. Besides, any form of applied waveshape may be used.

Because almost all the simulation work can be done on a digital computer, it is ver-y

convenient to change parameters of the equivalent circuits to simulate differ.ent

winding designs, different test connections and change parameters to simulate vari-

ous types of input voltages. Because of it's speed and economy, this method is

widely used in transformer design work.

After Dent's paper was published, most of the researchers in this area, concen-

trated thefu attention on the calculation of parameters of the equivalent circuits.

Okuyama [6] calculated the self and mutual inductances of transformer winding

through introduction of some correction factors obtained frorn experiment.

Stein [5] and Kawaguchi [7] proposed a method to calculate equivaient series

capacitance by computing the electrostatic energy stored in the coils.

Fergestad [9],[10] calculated self and mutual inductance of sections of windings

by taking certain effects of iron-core into account.

Wilcox [14],[15] derived a set of formulae fi'om Maxwell's equations to calcu-

late self and mutual inductive parameters. He also did some work to incorporate in

his formulae the effect of induced eddy cun'ents in the ir-on-core.

Leon and Semlyen [17] used the image method to calculate turn to turn leakage

inductance and the charge simulatìon method to calculate the capacitânce between

turns and from turn to ground.

All of the above methods to calculate self and mutual inductance can only be

applied to coils with circular shape, which is the general case for-power úans-

former. But, for distribution transformers, the shape ofcoils is not circular and can

not be represented by a simple geometric shape. Therefore, the above methods and

formulae can not be applied directly.
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Kazibwe [25] used some simple geometric shapes composed of straight line

segments to represent the coils of a barrel-type distribution transformer. The self

and mutual inductance values were calculated by a proper summation of the inducf

ance values calculated for the single line segments and line segment pairs using the

formulae given by Grover [19]. Because the number of segments used by Kazibwe

to model the shape of banel-type coil is only 4 - 6, the calculation results are not

accu.rate enough to show the effect of sma1l changes of coil shapes caused by mod-

ification of insulation design.

Based on Kazibwe's idea, a more accurate and flexible technique fol the calcu-

lation of self and mutual inductive parameters of equivalent circuits of barrel-type

coils has been developed in the present work. Each turn of the winding is repre-

sented by 24, 40 or even more straight line segments. Therefore, the calculation

results are more accurâte and can approximately show the small difference caused

by various tap-lead insulation designs.

The present research work covers the following aspects:

O Establishment of equivalent circuits to model transfolmer winding transient

response

Several equivalent circuit models were established to simulate trânsient

irnpulse voltage distdbution in the sample transformer winding. The models

are composed of non-uniform sections; the layels of the winding near tap

leads ale divided into more sections than other layers of the same coil. There-

fore, the impulse voltage distribution near the tap leads can be simulated in

more detail.

O Calculatìon of capacitive, inductive and resistive parameters of equivalent

circuits

Series capacitance of one section was obtained through calculation of the

total electrostatic energy stored in that section. Pal'allel capacitances between
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two sections and section to ground we¡e calculated by utilizing simplified

models. The self inductance of each section and the mutual inductance

between two sections were calculated by the new technique mentioned above.

Resistance of each section was calculated by taking skin effect into account.

Transient Voltage Distribution Simulation and RSG measurement

Transient response of equivalent circuits to full lightning wave and

chopped lightning wave application were solved by using a transient analysis

program written by the author which utilizes the trapezoidal integration tech-

nique. In order to validate the simulation methods, the transient impulse volt-

age distribution in the transformer winding was measured by using Recurrent

Surge Generator technique.

Evaluation of present insulation design through field analyses

Transient impulse voltage distribution in the sample tlansformer winding

with present tap lead insulation design was sirnulated under actual wor.king

conditions. The simulation results were used as boundary conditions to cafiy

out field analysìs of ìnsulation near the input end and tap leads of the tr.ans-

formel coils by employing the Finite Elemenr Method.

Evaluation of modified tap lead insulation designs through field analyses

The design of tap lead insulation considered in this work includes thr.ee

layers of paper, A modified design reduces the insuiation by one layer of

paper; another design uses only one layel of paper. All the parâmeters of the

equivalent circuits were recaiculated because of the changes caused by the tap

lead insuiation modification. Following the steps described above, field analy-

ses were carried out by using the transient simulation results as boundary con-

ditions and the new designs are evaluated. Based on the field analysis results,

suggestions were rnade for altemative designs of tap lead insulation.

o

o
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.I Equivalent circuit of transþtmer winding

During an impulse voltage test, an impulse of known waveshape is applied at one

end of a transformer winding, the other end of the winding being grounded or iso-

lated, while all the associated windings are effectively grounded and fully or par-

tially short-circuited. If the grounding and short-circuiting of all windings except

that under test are completely effective, the condition would be equivalent to the

application of an impulse voltage to an isolated wìnding. An equivalent circuit may

be used to simulate the behavior of a single distlibuted winding subjected to an

applied voltage impulse. A distributed winding is genelally modeled by a ladder-

type network, each section of the network only represents a part of winding which

can be regarded as havìng individual self-inductance, mutual indutance with all

other sections, capacitance to adjacent sections, series capacitance, and resistance.

A general ladder-type networt is shown in Fig.2.I.

Ftg.2.1 A general ladder-type equivalent network of a tlansfomet. winding

This equivalent circuit can be used to model non-uniform windings. A section of

the equivalent circuit, therefore, may represent a layer, layers or pa of a layer-of

winding. The manner in which the equivalent circuit is constructed can be varied

according to specific need, so that significant portions of the winding (e.g. near-the
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input end or tap leads) can be examined in detail while less significant portions are

grouped together.

In this study, the primary concern is tap-lead insulation. Therefore, the layers of

winding which are adjacent to tap leads are divided into sever.al sections, while the

other layers are represented by one section per layer. Tfuee equivalent circuits with

different sectionalizations of layers of winding near tap leads are shown in Ftg.2.2.

Each section of the equivaient circuits contains a self inductor, a series capacitor

and a resistor. Besides, each inductor is coupled with all other inductors and par-al-

lel capacitors exist between section to section and section to ground. With the fine

sectionaiization of the transfomer winding near the tap leads, the effect of nonlin-

ear distrìbution of impulse voltage on tap lead insulation can be analysed in more

detail.

2.2 Calculation of parameters

2.2.1 htductance

As mentioned in the last chapter, considerable work has been done on the calcu-

lation of inductance of coils. The methods used, howeve¡ can only be applied to a

circular coil conlìguration, which is the general case for a power transformer. For

distribution transformers, the coils usually have non-circular shape, as shown in

Frg.2.3.It is evident that this non-circulal shape can not be represented by simple

geometrical shapes such as a circle or a rectangle. Therefore, another approach has

to be found to câlculate the inductive parameters of coils with non-circular shape.

The method used in the present work comprises of the following steps.

O Accurately measure the geomeü'ical dimensions of the coils, or for new

designs, calculate the geometrical dimensions according to winding design

specifications;

a Simulate the coil shape tfuough a curve fitting technique. Represent the con-
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tinuous fitting curve with straight lines which intersect at right angles, as

shown in Fig.2.3;

|@FEI -------

EC-1 ------- Equivalent circuit No. l;
EC-2 ------- Equivalent circuit No. 2;
EC-3 ------- Equivalent ci¡cuit No. 3.

Fig. 2.2 Three equivalent circuits of a two coil transformer winding

O Calcuiate the self inductance ofone section and the mutual inductance between

two sections by first calculating the self inductance of all line segments and

the mutual inductance between all possible line segment pairs, then properly

sum the calculated values. The formuia for self inductance of a straight con-

ductor with round cross section is given by [19]:

¡l
I
I
I

F:---:-

-l

r-:-

-t

L-

L,æ_::::::;:;::l

T-:--
l_----:-_]

:ll-:-

-:-l-:---:--l
l-:-

--1
EC-1

=:-

t::.:
ç rEEq-Ell:" EEEEEE-
- --OOOge¡:lh | 

-1



(a) --- Shape of barrel-type transfomer winding;
(b) ----- Line segmental representation.

Fig. 2.3 Non-circular shape of barrel-type transformer winding and
it's Iine segmental represen tation

L - 0.002t1n4
p

Inductance value in microhenry;

Length of winding in cm;

Radius of wire in cm.

Chapter 2

(1)

straight line segments placed as

(a)

-il
L
I

p

The formula for mutual inductance of two

shown in Fig.2.4 is given by [19];

{ç

Fig. 2.4 Two straight line segmenrs posirion
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Z - 0.001[usinh-r ]- Þrinn-'f -trt* 1]+ ô.i,'rr-' j

/--;----..; / r .
Jþ' * a'* Jy' * d'- lõ'+ d' (:2)

where:

u=l+m+õ;
Þ=/+ð;
^{=m+õ;
If two.lìlaments overlap, õ is to be used with negative sign.

In order to validate this new technique, two ways were used to calculate the self

inductances and mutual inductances of several simple solenoids. These solenoids

are circular concentric coils, with dimensions shown in Fig. 2.5. In the fìr'st

approach, the folmulae for self and mutual inductance of circular solenoids given

in [19] were used. In the second approach, the circular coils were modeled by many

straight line segments and the self and mutual inductance values were obtained by

proper summation of the self inductance of each segment and the mutual induct-

ance between each segment pair'. The circular coils were represented by 24,40,80

and 160 segments as shown in Fig. 2.6. The results are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

By comparison of the results yieided by the two ways, it is seen that the new

approach yields quite accurate results. One disadvantage of the new approach is

the limitation on the number of segments used to represent the circular coiis. When

the number of segments used is too large, the calculations are very time consuming.

The other disadvantage is that the effect of the iron core is not taken into account.

However, under transient conditions, the effect of iron core is not significant and

the coils can be treated as if they are wound on an air core.

,2+d +

10
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O ¡=0ls

100
15.0--:56

50
|'n - - - - - - - - - J-::---------r s520-
10.0- -:,:Sl.S2 r 

-¡ 
Sl

tl,tlA; r ',t)i
¡rt rtt
ttt lrt
rtt l ìtltt I ttllrtrt
ttt I t¡

0.0 4.0 8.0 2o.o 36.0 40.0

01234 ---- geometrical dimension ( cm );
01234 ---- number of turns in a section;

Sl - 56 ---- solenoid No.1 to No. 6

Fig. 2.5 Circular concentric solenoids used to validate the
calculation method of self and mutual inductance

Fitting curves

80 segments

¡ñt({ }l ,

'sJ,'_
160 segments

11

Fig. 2.6 Segmental representations of the circular coils
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2.2.2 Capacitance

2.2.2. I Series Capacitance

The iumped series capacitance in the equivalent circuit is used to represent the

series capacitive effect of the corresponding section of the transformer winding.

Consequently, under uniform voltage distribution conditions, the elechostatic

energy stoled in the section of winding should be equal to the energy stored in the

lumped series capacitance. By calculating the total electrostatic energy stored in

that section, we can obtain the corresponding series capacitance value. This method

has been frequently used in previous research. The development of the formula,

given below, can be found in [25].

,. _ CuØ_ l) L
'- I

€swc, = ri-
u

Ê6 ------- Dielectric constant of free space;

tr ------- Relative dielectric constant of formel coating on the conductor;

W ------- Conductor thickness;

d ------- Thickness of formel coating between two consecutive turns;

n ------- The number of turns of the section;

L ------- Perimeter of a tuln.

2. 2.2. 2 P aralle I Cap ac itanc e

Because the segmental representation of coils, as shown in Fig. 2.3, is exactly the

same for each tuln on the same layer, the sulface of a layel of winding can be

approximated by sevelal planes intersecting with each other at right angles. The

capacitance between two layers of winding is obtained from summing the capaci-

tance calculated for each pair of adjacent parallel planes. When the number of

straight line segments used is large enough, the obtained capacitance value should

(3)

(4)

12
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be close to the exact value. Because the capacitance calculations are not time con-

suming, the continuous curve can be represented by a very large number of straight

lines, i.e several hundred segments.

2.2.2.3 Capacitive effect of core and tank

In order to calculate the capacitance between the outer layer of transformer wind-

ings and the tank, the two coils were modeled by a cylinder which is concentric

with the circular tank as shown inFig.2.7. The capacitance formula for coaxial cyi-

inders configuration was used in the caiculation. The perimeter of the central cylin-

der is approximately equal to the peripheral length of the two coils in their

assembled positìon. A coppel foil is used to simulate the capacitive effect of core.

The capacitance of the core to the end turn of each layer of winding was calculated

by utilizing a parallel plane model.

I
2

3

Tank;
Outer layer of H.V winding;
Outer layer of L.V winding;

Coaxial cylinder used to calculate the capacitance
between outer layer of winding and tank;

Copper foil sheet used to simulate the capacitive
effect of core.

Fig. 2.7 Simulation of capacitive effect of core and tank

13
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2.2.3 Resistance

Because the applied voltage impulse contain many high older harmonics, skin

effect should be taken into account when the resistance of each section is calcu-

lated. For a rough estimation, 150 kHz was chosen as the frequency used to calcu-

lated the skin depth of the conductor wires. The resistance was then calculated

according to the skin depth and the length of wire.

2.3 Transient Voltage Dístribution Simulation l21l

The time responses of equivalent circuits to applied impulse voltage were solved

by an electromagnetic transient analysis program based on the trapezoidal integra-

tion rule. The development of the node-voltage equations used in the program is

described in l.he following \ections.

2.3.1 Inductor Model

The voltage-current relationship for an inductor of value I is

¡ (Ð = + |.' v (Í') .i/' + i (o) (5)
LJt =O

where i(0) is the curuent at time I = 0 in the inductor. In computing the inductor

voltage values, a series of values will be calculated at equally spaced time intervals

t o, t t, ...., t r t, tp ......., the current in the inductor at the end of the ¿ th interval is

The integration is replaced by trapezoid approximation.

i* = it ,.;y(vo-, + v¿)

A¡ AT= 2L'o+ 
()tlvk- I + ri- r)

This last expression is of the form

(6)

(1)

(8)

I4



and thus represents a paraliei combination of a current source and conductance as

shown in Fig. 2.8.

I=ir.,+gv¡ ,

c=Lt/2L

The symboi g represents the conductance which is determined by I and the time

interval À¡t. 1 is determined by the value of i and v at the previous time instant.

2.3.2 Capacitor Model

The voltage current relationship for a capacitol of value C is

)
i 1r¡ = çL, 1,1 ( l0)

The slope of voltage versus time curve can be approximated only from a knowl-

edge of some past values of v. The simplest such approximation is:

dvl 1,..+l = -n-(vr -vt_t) (11)
o, rro t_\t

Hence the capacitance current at the end of the Àth interval is approximated by

i - gv+l

.C
,o = ñ(v*-v^_,)

.CC
'k- Lt'k a,t'k 1

Chapter 2

(e)

(12)

Again, this relationship can be descdbed as a parallel combination of a currenl

source and a conductance as shown in Fis. 2.9.

+ + vt_

Fig. 2.8 Inductor model

15
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I= -vt.,C/Lt
8=C/Lt

Fig. 2.9 Capacitor model

The conductance g is determined by capacitance value C and time interval. The

cuffent source is determined by conductance value g and the value of voltage at

last time interval instant.

2.3. 3 Node -volrage Eq uat i on

The lumped parameter equivalent network of the transformer winding contains

only passive elements, such as resistors, capacitors and inductors, each inductor

may be coupled with othel inductors. Suppose each blanch contains only one com-

ponent. Based on the inductor and capacitor model mentioned above, the element

cuflents 1n and element voltages Vn canbe expressed as follows:

l,,l
," = l,rl

t'J

Þ.1
," = lrÀ

t"rl

(t3)

(14)

Where 1¿ and V¡refer to the currents and voltages of the inductor elements, 1¡ and

V¡ to those of lesistors, IçandVçto those of capacitors.

The voltages and currents of various types of elements at Àth time interval are

related as follows.

t6
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For resistors

, _ [l-l ,,
'n,= ln)v** ll5)

Where [1,2R] is a diagonal matrix of the conductances of resistive elements.

For capacitors

(16)

Where [C] is a diagonal matrix of capacitance values, A/ is the time step, and V.,

are the capacitor voltages af t = tt.

For inductors

IIr* = lC1 ñ(rr*-Vrr_,)

rrr = LLJ-'Irrr+ U'Llvro,,* rro 
,

( 17)

Where [l] is a matrix of inductance values including mutual inductances, 1¿* and

V¡oare Ihe inductor currents and voltages at t = tk

Hence the element cuffents at time l¿ ale given by

I-e,

- Y_V + I, (18)e ek Pr t

The above equation defines the element-admittance matrix Y" and the vector 1r*.,

which incorporates all the "past history" of the inductors and capacitors in the net-

work. Since there is no dependent cuffent source and independant cuÍrent source in

the equivalent network, the branch cur¡ent is equal to element cuffent.

!ru''
0

0

0

0

[,rct

0

rlltl
Lnj

0

I rt 'vro ,* Irr_
0

- ^!¡'t"r-'

[".J
lu*-l *

t".l

17



The applied impuise voltage is treated as an independant voltage source, and there

is no other independant voltage source or dependant voltage source in the equiva-

lent network. The general expression for the branch voltage is:

Vu+V, = V"

Branch voltage;

Source voltage;

Element voltage.

By Kirchhoff 's current law, A1¿ = 0 at all instants of time.

A(Ynv"o* Ioo_,) = o

Rearranging (21) we have:

AYrVrr*AI,,rr=0

rhe element voltages *"'I^'i"orT,'rT;;i;;,_:"s rrom Eq @0)

Ay"Vur+ A(yeVsk* Iuo_,) = 0

The network node equation is obtained as follows.

AY"Arvnk = -A(Y"vrr* Ior,r) (23)

The above equation is now solved for V,rr. The entire transient analysis consists of

stepping /¿ from 1 to K so that /¿ equals or exceeds the final time for which the anal-

ysis is to be performed. Th. Irr.,term incotporates the voltages and cur¡ents for

each inductor calculated at the previous time step and the previously calculated

voltages across the capacitors.

It = I"

Chapter 2

(19)

(.2t)

(22)

(20)

V6

v"

ve
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2.3.4 Transient Analysis Program

Although some very powerful and user-friendly commercial programs ale avail-

able, such as EMTDC and AIP, they are mainly designed for system simulation.

Through their user interfaces, a large number of mutual inductances can not be

inputted directly. Therefore, a transient calculation program suitable for analysis of

circuits with large number of mutual inductances was written in FORTRAN, as

shown in Appendix C. This program is based on the principles discussed in section

2.3.3 and it was verified by comparing the simulation results with that obtained by

use of EMTDC program.

2.4 Field Analysis

2.4. I Quasi- static Field Approximation

From the simuiation results, the distribution of impulse voltage in the trans-

formel coils at various locations can be obtained in the time domain. The harmonic

content of a full lightning impulse is small in the frequency range of 0.5 - 1.0 MHz

[26]. Though the chopping of lightning impulse introduces an increase in the har-

monic content, significant harmonic components are still below 10 MHz. For a

rough estimation, suppose the relative dielectric constânt of insulating media

between the layers of winding is 3.4. The speed of transmission of an electromag-

netic wave in insulating media is v = c/Êr,whichis about 1.0 x 108 m/sec, therefore

the wave-length v/f, is about 10 m. The geometric dimensions between the tap lead

and adjacent layers is less than 0.01 m, which is much less than 10 m. Therefore, it

is accurate enough to approximate the exact field problem through quasi-static field

analysis. For quasi-statìc fields, the physical characteristics of the electric field ìs

the same as that of static electric field. At any chosen time, the magnitude of

impulse voltage distributed along the winding can be taken as boundary conditions

for fìeld analysis.

19
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2.4.2 Finite Element Method and ANSYS Program l24l

In the Finite Element Method, the boundary and interior of the solution domain

are subdivided into a finite number of subregions or finite elements. A discrete

number of nodal poìnts are established with an imaginary mesh that divides the

region. The variables of interest can be uniquely specif,ed throughout the solution

domain by nodal parameters associated with the nodal points of the system. These

nodal parameters are the unknown parameters of the problem. It is assumed that the

pararneters at a particular node influence only the values of the quantity of interest

within the elements that a-re connected to that particular node. Next, an interpola-

tion function is assumed for the purpose of relating the quantity of inter.est within

the element in terms of the values of the nodal parameters at the nodes that are con-

nected to that particular element. The interpolation functions are then substituted

into the governing integral form. By the minimization of a functional or by employ-

ing the method of weighted residuals, element maÍices are formulated. Once the

element equations have been established, the contribution ofeach element is added

to form the system equations. Next, the boundary constraints are incorporated into

the system equation. After the system equations are solved, the nodal potentials are

known, from which other nodal parameters of interest are calculated.

ANSYS is a computer program for various type field analyses based on Finite

Element Method. In this research work, ANSYS is used as the fie1d analysis tool.

2.4.3 Field Analysis Configuration

Theoretically, the Finite Element Method can be used to analyse a geometry with

arbitrary shape. Because of the limitation of stolage space and computer speed, a

practical field region is usually simplified to a simple configuration according to the

physical characteristics of actual field problem.

The field analysis of tap lead insulation is actually a three dimensional problem.

Fig.2.10. shows a cross section of the layer of winding which is tapped. Though

20
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the distribution of impulse voltage in a transformer winding is not linear, the poten-

tial difference between adjacent turns in the same layer is very small. From the

equivalent circuits, shown in fr.glure 2.2, the potential difference between the outer

most turns is larger than that between adjacent inner tulns. Therefore, maximum

stress should occur in the location near the edge of winding. Because of this charac-

teristic, the three dimensional field problem can be simplified to a two dimensional

problem. The potentials of the end turns of corresponding layers are applied as

boundary conditions. Two dimensional analysis, therefore, incorporates an element

of conservativeness. A two dimensional representation of the tap lead insultation is

shown in fr9.2.11.

1 --- Winding;
2 *-- Tap lead insulation;
3 ---- Tap lead.

Fig. 2.10 Cross section of winding showing tap lead insulation

E ------ Tube: 
\ o'''tn'tt

S ---- Tap lead;

M ------ Lead pad ( comprises of three layers of paper )
r ---- Winding.

Fig. 2.11 Two dimensional representation of tap lead insularion

àÕ
òtt
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Table 2.I Self Inductance of simple solenoids unit : pH

REF-F L-24 L-40 L-80 L-160

CPU
Time* I secs 3 mins 8 mins 22 mins 90 mins

s-l 30-6 29.1 29.6 29.8 29.8

s-2 30.6 29.1 29.6 29.8 29.8

s-3 30.6 29.1 29.6 29.8 29.8

s-4 97.9 o.t ,1 94.1 95.97 96.2'7

s-5 453.9 424.4 438.1 445.83 44',7.90

s-6 1644.8 1534.1 1588.4 1618.45 1626.86

REF-F ---- Reference formula from [19];
L-24 ---- 24 segments lepresenlarion:

L-4O ---- 40 segments representation;

L-80 ---- 80 segments representation;

L-160 ---- 160 segmenrs representationl

S-1 - 5-6 ---- Solenoid I - Solenoid 6, see Fig. 2.5;
* CPU time is the time taken to calculate the inductance of all 6 solenoids:

Machine type : Sparc station 10.
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Table 2.2 Mutual inductance of simple solenoids unit : pH

REF-F L-24 L-40 L-80 L-160

CPU Tir¡e 1 sec 4 min 9 min 28 min 115 min

s-1 & s-2 14.97 13.80 14.40 14;75 14.87

s-l & s-3 o.201 o.302 o.326 0.339 0.343

s-l & s-4 37.15 42.14 42.99 43.45 43.51

s-1 & s-5 4.20 4.51 4.91 5.09 5.15

s-1 & s-6 47.41 50.40 52.33 53.27 53.55

s-2 & s-3 o.54 o.41 0.44 0.46 o.41

s-2 & s-4 31.15 42.14 42.99 43.45 43.51

s-2 & s-5 6.02 6;76 1.24 1.50 '/.57

s-2 & s-6 59.43 62.21 64.41 6-5.48 65.81

s-3 & s-4 1.24 0.78 0.84 0.87 0.88

s-3 & s-5 41.63 50.26 51.10 52.49 52.71

s-3 & s-6 47.41 50.39 52.33 53.2',7 53.55

s-4 & s-5 12.01 12.29 13.11 13.65 13.19

s-4 & s-6 124.83 125.32 129.35 131 53 132.18

s-5 & s-6 502.35 485.02 499.13 509.7 512 38

Note:
Expressions see Table 2.1
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

3.1 RSG Test set-up and measurement results

In order to validate the simulation method used, a distlibution transformer ( 10

kVA, 14,400/240 ) winding assembly with two coils without iron core were used.

Recurrent Surge Generator ( RSG ) tests were carried out on these coils. The cho-

sen applied waveforms were full lightning wave ( 1.2 X 50 ¡rS ) and chopped lighr

ning wave ( chopped at about 1.16 pS ). The transient voltage distribution of the

coils were measured by probing the end turns of each layer and recorded by using a

digital oscilloscope. The data was transfered to a PC through a GPIB cable. Fina1ly.

DOCUWAVE, a software instalied in the PC, transformed the data to a text file.

The set-up of the RSG testis shown in Fig.3.1. The measured results are shown in

Figs. 3.2 to 3.5.

t.2

l-4

l-8

110

--- Coils;
---- RecurrenL surge generator;

-- TDS 540 digital oscilloscopc;

4 -- GPIB cable:
5 --- PC with DOCTIWAVE installed

Set-up of RSG test

2-1

2-1

x-6

2-8

2-t0

2-t2

Fig. 3.1
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'¡rne ( microsecond )

Fig- 3.2 RSG test results, standard lightning wave, measuled
waveforrns at locations l-l to 2-9 ( see Fig. 3. i )

Èoo

b 0.4

Ê. 0.2

& o.s

ì o.e

q

'e

À 0.2

ì- -E_
C-

^B 
-'.-

D

z0 30 40 50 60

Time ( microsecond )

Fig. 3.3 RSG test results, standard lightning wave, measured wave-
forms at locations 1-11 to 2-3 near the tap leads ( see Fig. 3.1 )
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Fig. 3.4 RSG test results, standald lightning wave, measured wave-
form ( long time range ) at locations l-1 to 2-9 (see Fig.3.1)

Timc ( mjcrosecond )

Fig. 3.5 RSG test results, chopped lightning wave, measured
waveform at locations 1-I to 2-9 ( see Fig. 3.1 )

From the measured results, it can be seen that the transìent voltage distributions

of full and chopped lightning wave have following character-istics.

3- o.s
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Ê. 0.2

300 400 500

Time ( rnìcrosecond )
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O Impulse voltage input causes oscillations in the transformer winding. These

oscillations attenuate significantly after about 100 microseconds.

O During the first 100 microseconds, the transient voltage distribution in t¡ans-

former winding is very non-uniform, that is, in the first 2 - 3 microseconds,

the windings of coil No. 1 near the input end experience a relatively large volt-

age drop, while at about 45 microseconds after application of the lightning

impulse voltage, the osciiiations in the coils cause high stress inside coil No. 2.

O The potentials of tap leads and adjacent layers are almost equal, except that

there is some potential difference between taps E, F and their adjacent layers.

O In coil No.1, the transient voltage distribution of the chopped lightning wave is

even more non-uniform than that of the standard lightning wave.

3.2 Full lightning wave distribution simulation

In order to simulate the transient impulse voltage distribution in tlansformer

windings, the lumped parameter equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 2.2 were used.

The values of the lumped inductive, capacitive and resistive components of the

equivalent circuits were calculated by the methods introduced in the last chapter.

The forty segments representation was used to calculate the self and mutual induct-

ances of sections in a coil, the t\À/enty four segments representation was used to cal-

culâte the mutual coupling between two coils. The capacitive components were

calculated using a eight hundred segment repersentation. The transient impulse

voltage distributions in these equivalent networks were calculated using the devel-

oped transient analysis program. In olde¡ to validate the simulation method, the

calculation results of several cases are conpared with the RSG measurement

results in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Capacitive effect of core, tank and mutual ínductive coupling effect

between two coils

It has been stated in the last chapter that as far as transient voltage distrìbution is

concerned, transformer coils with iron core can be treated as though they are

wound on air core. Though the inductive effect of iron core can be neglected, it is

not cleff whethel the capacitive eflect of the iron core can be ignored. In this sec-

tion, the capacitive effect of the iron core and tank, and the effect of mutual induc-

tive coupling between two coils are investigated.

The values of the capacitive components which represent the capacitive effect of

the core, tank and the mutual inductances between two coils are calculated by the

methods outlined in chapter 2. The RSG measurement results and simuiation

results are shown in Figs. 3.6.1 to 3.6.6.

In Figs. 3.6.1 to 3.6.6, the abbreviations ref, cor, tak, gap and ab represent the fol-
lowing cases:

ab ------ two coils with core and tank simulated, with mutual coupling in between;

ref ------ two coils without core and tank simulated, with mutual coupling in between;

cor ------ two coils with only core simulated, with mutual coupling in between;

tak ------ two coils with only tank simulated, with mutual coupling in between;

gap ---- two coils with 20 cm gap, without rnutual coupling.

I I

0.8

0.6

04

o2

*l

9-, O.s

õ
i o.r

3 04

'.- n)

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Time ( mic¡osecond )

Fig. 3.6.1 RSG result, waveforms at
location 1-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 )

-10 0 I0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Time ( microsecond )

Fig. 3.6.2 Simulation lesult, waveforms
at location 1-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 )
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0 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 gfl

Time ( microsecond )

Fig. 3.6.4 Simulation result, wave-
forms at location AB ( see Fig. 3.1 )
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Fig. 3.6.3 RSG result, waveforms
at location AB ( see Fig. 3.1 )

10 0 l0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Time ( microsecond )

Fig. 3.6.5 RSG result, wavefonns
at location 2-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 )
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Fig. 3.6.6 Simulation lesult, wave-
forms at location 2-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 )

As Figs. 3.6.1 - 3.6.6 shown, for RSG test results, in the first 50 microseconds, the

results almost overlap; differences appear after 50 microseconds. The "ab" and

"tank" curves a(e almost identical. The same can be said for the "ref' and "gap"

curves. The "cor" curve lies in between. This implies that the tank has a relatively

iarger effect than the core and that the mutual inductive coupling between two coils

has no evident effect. From the simulation resuits, the effects of core, tank and

mutual coupling between two coils are not evident because the curves correspond-

ing to all fives cases overlap. Howeve¡ the simulation results are still meaningful
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when one is mainly concerned with the initial values and maximum values of

impulse voltage distribution.

3.2.2 RSG and simulation resuhs for AB tap connection

Figs. 3.7.1 to 3.7.8 compare the RSG measurement results and the corresponding

simulation results of transient full lightning wave distribution. The simulaiton

employed the EC-1 equivalent circuit ( see Fig. 2.2 ). The coils are connected in

AB tap position and both core and tank were simulated. Fig. 3.8 shows the distribu-

tion of full lightning wave along the winding at 1.2 and 45 microseconds.

rss -

Tìme ( mìcrosecond )

Fig. 3.7 .1 Simulation & RSG lesults at
location l-1 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex-
cited with lightning wave ( 1.2 X 50 )
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Fig.3.1.2 Simulation & RSG results at
location 1-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex-
cited with lightning wave ( I .2 X 50 )

À

Time ( microsecond )

Fig. 3.7.3 Simulation & RSG results at
location 1-9 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex-
cìted with lightning wave ( 1.2 X 50 )

Fig. 3.1 .4 Simulation & RSG results at
location 1-13 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex-
cited with lightning wave ( 1.2 X 50 )
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Tin]e ( microsecond )

20 30 40 50 60
Time ( rnicrosecond )
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Fig. 3.7.5 Simulation & RSG results at
location AB ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex-
cited with lightning wave ( 1.2 X 50 )

Chapter 3

Fig.3.7.6 Simulation & RSG results at
location 2-1 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex-
cited with lightning wave ( 1.2 X 50 )
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Fig.3.7.1 Simulation & RSG results at Fig. 3.7.8 Simulation & RSG results at
location 2-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex- location 2-9 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding ex-
cited with lightning wave ( 1.2 X 50 ) cited wirh lighrning wave ( 1.2 X 50 )

It can be seen that the RSG measurement and simulation results are in good

agreement, especially fol coil 1. For coil 2, there ale diflerences in the RSG and

simulation results during the initial 20 microseconds, the maximum values are still

in good agreement.

3.2.3 Comparison of simulation results using various equivalent circuits

The objective of this resear-ch work is to evaluate the tap lead insulation design

and make suggestions for more economic designs. Therefore, detailed information

about the transient impulse voltage distribution in windings near the tap leads is

Ti¡ne ( mjcrosecond )
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o oz 
o., u'Tå, *,no,norut"nru.' 

o t l

Fig. 3.8 Simulation & RSG results of full lightning wave distri-
bution along winding af 1.2 and 45 microseconds

needed. Theoretically, the more the number of sections in the layers near the tap

leads, the more detailed the information to be had about the transient impulse volt-

age distribution near that location. The comparison of simulation results obtained

by considelation of the three equìvalent circuits F,C-L, EC-Z and EC-3 ( shown in

Fig.2.2 ) are shown in Figs. 3.9.1 to3.9.6 and Table 3.1. It is shown rhat the simu-

lation results are quite close except that a finer division i.e. more sections per layer

seems to result in small oscillations, especially near the iow-voltage winding. The

reason for this is probably associated with the relatively high natural frequency of

this type of winding depiction. Fig. 3.10 shows the simulated voltage distribution

along the winding af 1.2 and 45 microseconds.

3.2.4 Effect of tap connections, Comparison of RSG and simulaîed wave-

fonns at chosen locations

In practice, transfonner may operate under valious tap connections. The effect

of tap connections on the transient impulse voltage distribution was studied using
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Fig. 3.9.1 Simulation results at location
1-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding excited with
lighning wave ( 1.2 X 50)
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Fig. 3.9.3 Simulation results at Iocation
l - 13 ( see Fig. 3. I ), winding excited
with lighning wave ( 1.2 X 50)
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Fig. 3.9.5 Simulation results at location
2-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding excited with
lighning wave ( 1.2 X 50)
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Fig.3.9.2 Simulation results at location
l-9 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding excited with
lighning wave ( i.2 X 50)
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Fig. 3.9.4 Simulation results at location
2-1 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding excited with
Iighning wave ( 1.2 X 50)
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Fig. 3.9.6 Simulation results at location
2-9 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding excited with
lighning wave ( 1.2 X 50)
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Chapter 3

equivalent circuìts EC-2 and EC-3. The RSG and Simulation results are shown in

Figs. 3.11. i to 3.77.12 and Table 3.1 . These f,gures show that tap connections influ-

ence transient impulse voltage distribution at the initial time. Tap connection EF

results in a relatively large voltage drop ìn the winding near the input end at inìtial

time than do tap connections AB and CD.

0 02 0.4 0.6 08 1

Per u¡it ofwinding length

Fig.3.10 Simulated results of voltage distribution along winding
with various tap connections a|7.2 and 45 microseconds, wind-
ing excited with full lightning wave
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Fig. 3.1 1 .1 RSG lesults at location 1-5
( see Fig. 3.1 ), tap connection ab, cd and
ei. winding excited with Iighrning wave
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Fig. 3.11.2 RSG results at location 1-9
( see Fig. 3. 1 ), tap connection ab, cd and
ef, winding excited with lightning wave
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Fig.3,11.3 Simulation results of EC
2 at location 1-5 (see Fig. 3. l), tap
connection ab, cd and ef, winding
excited with lightning wave
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Fig. 3.11.5 Simulation results of EC-
3 at locatior.r 1-5 (see Fig. 3.1), tap
connection ab, cd and ef, winding
exclted with lightning wave
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Fig. 3.1 1.4 Simulation results of EC-
2 at location 1-9 (see Fig. 3.1), tap
connection ab, cd and ef, winding
excited with lightning wave
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Fig. 3.11.6 Simulation results of EC-
3 at location 1-9 (see Fig. 3.1), tap
connection ab, cd and ef, winding
excited with lightning wave
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( see Fig. 3. i ), tap connection ab, cd and
el, winding excited with lightning wave
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Fig. 3.11.9 Simulation results of EC-
2 at location 2-5 (see Fig. 3.1), tap
connection ab, cd and ef, winding
excited with lightning wave
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Fig. 3.11.8 RSG results at location 2-9
( see Fig. 3. 1 ), tap connection ab, cd and
ef. winding excited with Iightning wave
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Fig. 3.1 1.10 SimuÌation results of EC-
2 at location 2-9 (see Fig. 3.1), tap
connection ab, cd and ef, winding
exclted with lightning wave
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Fig. 3.11.11 Simulation results of
EC-3 at location 2-5 (see Fig. 3.1),
tap connection ab, cd and ef, winding
exci ted Vvith lightning wave
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Fig.3.11.12 Simulation results of
EC-3 at location 2-9 (see Fig. 3.1),
tap connection ab, cd and ef, winding
excited with lightning wave

3.3 Chopped lightning wave distribution

Under operating conditions, a transformet sometimes may experience a chopped

lightning wave which can stress the transformer insulation because of the highly

non-linear distribution of the impulse voltage. Therefore, it is meaningful to inves-

tigate the non-linear distlibution of the chopped lightning wave in transformer

winding. RSG measurements and simulation results of the Íansient chopped light

ning wave distribution are shown in Figs. 3.12.1 ro 3.12.8 and Table 3.2.Fig.3.13

shows RSG measurements and simulation results of chopped lightning wave distri-

bution along the transfomer winding at the chop time about 1.16 pS.

It is seen that the simulation results of the chopped lightning wave distribution

agree well with RSG measurement results. The simulation results show a worse

non-linear transient voltage distribution than the pr-actical case. Therefore, when

the insulation design is evaiuated based on the simulation ¡esults, a factor of safety

is built in the analysis.
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Fig. 3.12.1 RSG and simulation results
at location 1-1 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped lightning wave
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Fig.3.12.3 RSG and simulation results
at location 1-9 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped lightning wave
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Fig. 3.12.5 RSG and simulation results
at locâtion AB ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped lightning wave
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Fig. 3.12.2 RSG and simulation results
at location 1-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped lightning wave
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Fìg.3.12.4 RSG and simulation results
at location 1- l3 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped lightning wave
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Fig.3.12.6 RSG and simulation results
at location 2-1 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped Iightning wave
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Fig.3.12.7 RSG and simulation results
at location 2-5 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped ìightning wave
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Fig. 3.12.8 RSG and simulation results
at location 2-9 ( see Fig. 3.1 ), winding
excited with chopped lightning wave
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Fig. 3.13 RSG and simulation results of voltage distribution
along winding at time ( I . l6 prs ), winding excited with
chopped lightning wave, simulation carried out using EC- I

From the lesults of sections 3.2 and 3.3, it can be concluded that:

O For both ful1 lightning wave ( at abour 1.2 pS ) and chopped lightning wave ( ât

chop time, about 1.16 pS ), no matter what tap connection is chosen, the insu-

lation nea¡ the input end of transformer coil, such as the insulation between
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points 1-1 and 1-3, between points 1-2 and 1-4 ( see f,gure 3.1), experience

larger stress than the insulation of the other parts. This non-linear voltage dis-

tribution becomes worse for the E-F tap connection.

O Among the several tap leads, the insulation aound E ( between point 1-11 and E)

is stlessed rnore than the insulation around other tap leads.

The good âgreement between RSG measurement results and simulation results

justify the methods which are used to calculate self and mutual inductive parame-

ters, selies and parallel capacitive parameters and the method of lumped parameter

equivalent networks which are used to simulate the transient impulse voltage distri-

bution. Fulthermore, it suggests that we can use these methods to simulate transient

voltage distribution in transformer coils unde¡ actual conditions and to predict

transient voltage distribution in transfolmer coils with modified insulation design.

3.4 Present insulation design evaluation

In order to evaluate the insulation design, the transient voltage distribution in

transfolmer windings must be known. In actual working conditions, the trans-

former coils ale assembled on an iron-core and impregnated with transformer oil. It

has already been mentioned in Chapter 2 that as fal as transient impulse voltage

distribution is concerned, the effect of iron core on the inductive parameters can be

ignored. The capacitive effects of core and tank can be simulated by adding several

lumped capacitors to the equivalent circuit net\A/orks. The effect of oi1 irnpregnation

can be included by using a largel relative dielectric constant when the series and

palallel lumped capacitances are calculated. Therefore, the equivalent circuit net-

works with these additional and modified parameters can be used to simulate the

transient voltage distribution in transformer windings under actual wor.king condi-

tion.
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From simulation results, we can know the transient impulse voltage distribution

in transformer coils. In order to evaluate the insulation design, we need to carry out

quâsi-static field analysis which utilizes appropriate simulation results at chosen

time as boundary conditions. The RSG measurement and simulation results show

thaf at 7.2 mic¡oseconds for the full lightning wave and at the chop time of about

1.16 microsecond for chopped lightning wave, the voltage distributions a¡e the

most non-iinear. Therefore, field analyses were carried out using simulation results

at these times as boundary conditions. The simulation results of transient lightning

wave distribution at chosen points of transformer coils at 1.2 microseconds are

listed in Table 3.3. The results of chopped lightning wave distribution are listed in

TabIe 3.4. The field evaluation results of present coil insulation design under over-

voltage of magnitude 125 kV for fu1l lightning wave and 145 kV for chopped light-

ning wave [27) ue shown in Table 3.5. Accordìng to the analysis results, the maxi-

mum stress on the insulation around the input end is about 26.4 kY lmm and the

maximum stress on tap lead insulation around location E ( see Fig. 3.1 ) is about

13.5 kV/mm. Generally speakìng, the impulse s 'ength of paper oil combination is

about 35 kV/mm. Since a factor of safety is already built into the analyses, there-

fore, it may be concluded that the present insulation design can withstand the fuli

and chopped lightning over-voltage it is supposed to withstand. Fig. 3.14 and Fig.

3.15 show potential contours around points 1-1 and E respectively.

3.5 Modffied insulation design evaluation

Fieid analyses of the present design in the last section shows that the maximum

stless in the tap lead insulation is lower than the maximum stress value near the

input end of the coil. For the most economic design, the maximum stress of every

pafi of the coil should be approximately the same value. However, this condition is

not possible to attain in practice. The results obtained in the last section suggest
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that the present tap lead insulation design is conservative and may be modified to

obtain economic designs.

Fig. 3.14 An example of potential contour plot at point 1 - I

=;;-iìi;= 9 r¡j9"

Fig. 3.15 An example of potential contour plot at point E
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The present design of tap lead insulation comprises of three layers of paper above

and three layers of paper below the tap lead ( see Fig. 2.11 ).In the first modified

design ( design A ), the tap leads are insulated with two layers of paper above and

two layels of paper below. In another modified design ( design B ), only one layer

of paper insulates both sides of the tap lead. Fol these modified tap lead insulation

designs, the geometric dimensions of the coils were calculated. The values of all

ínductive, capacitive and resistive parameters of the equivalent networks were cal-

culated according to the new coil dimensions. Following the procedure described

previously, the transient impulse voltage distributions were simulated and the

stresses in coil insulation wele evaluated based on the transient simulation results.

The simulation results of transient full lightning wave distribution in transformer

coils with modifìed tap lead insulation are listed in Table 3.6 for design A and in

Table 3.9 for design B. The simulation results of transìent chopped lightning wave

distribution in transformer coiis with modified tap lead insulation design are listed

in Table 3.7 for design A and Table 3.i0 for design B. The field evaluation tesults

are listed in Table 3.8 for design A and in Table 3.11 for design B.

The simulation results show that, the üansient impulse voltage distributions do

not change significantly after tap lead insulation design is modified. The field anal-

ysis lesults show that maximum field stress neal the input end remains almost the

same as in the unmodified design. The rnaximurn stress on the tap lead insulation

increases to about 14.7 kY/mm for design A and to about 16.3 kV/mm for design

B. Although, the maximum stress on the tap lead insulation of the new desìgns are

a little bit higher than that in the present design, it is still in the safe range and well

below the maxirnum stress on the insulation near the input end.
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Table 3.1 RSG measurement and simulation results of transient lightning wave
distribution in transformer coils without oil impregnation, entries in the table are in
per unit of peak value of applied voltage

Tup
cons

Volt. diff.
hetween

Volt. difference at 1.2 pS Volt. diffelence at 45 uS

RSG EC-I EC.z EC-3 RSG EC-1 EC-2 EC-3

/lD 1-1 & 1-3 0.128 0.129 0.149 0.141 0.000 0.015 0.009 0.005

l-3 & 1-5 0.1 35 0.125 0.1 31 o.1f2 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.007

r-11&E 0.088 0.120 0.1 55 0.116 0.014 0.017 0.015 0.010

1-13&C o.o27 0.022 0.010 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.008

1-13 & A 0.047 0.062 0.013 o.o74 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.006

0.020 0.011 0.030 0.040 0.027 0.040 0.429 0.020

D &. Z-'l 0.007 0.004 0.002 0.019 0.014 0.014 0.007 0.004

F &2-3 0.020 0.031 0.057 0.035 0.054 0.058 0,059 0.07 4

2-1 & 2-3 0.027 0.044 0.060 0.035 0.054 0.06? 0.064 0.073

0.034 0.028 o.o32 0.01I o.o7 4 0.073 0.083 0.069

CD r&. 1 3 0.135 0.153 0.151 0.000 0.009 0.006

r-3 & r-5 0_135 0.141 o.144 0.007 0.005 0.007

l-11&E 0.081 0, 135 0.093 0.014 0.000 0.00s

l-13&C 0.020 0.010 0.007 0.007 0.023 0.021

1-13 & A

B &2-1

D &2-1. 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.007 0.036 0.030

F &2-3 0.021 0.036 0.012 0.054 0.043 0.070

2-t &.2-3 0.034 0.017 0.024 0.061 0.077 0.099

z-3 &.2-5 0.027 0.037 0.042 0.07 4 0.076 0.065
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RSG ---- RSG measurement results;

EC-i ---- Simulation resuÌts of equivalent circuit No. 1, see Fig. 2.2;

EC-z ---- Simulation results of equivalent circuit No. 2, see Fig. 2.2;

EC-3 ---- Simulation ¡esults of equivalent circuit No. 3, see Fig. 2.2;

Tap
cons

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. difference at 1.2 ÊS Volt, difference at 45 uS

RSG EC-I F,C-2 EC-3 RSG EC-1 EC-2 EC-3

EF 1-l & 1-3 0.149 0.161 0.1 57 0.007 0.011 0.018

t-3 & t-5 0.149 0.136 0.140 0.000 0.015 0.016

1 t1&E 0.074 0.1 19 0.118 0.014 0.046 0.000

I t3 & c

1 l3&A

B & 2-l

D 8¿ 2-I

F &2-3 0.0i4 0.019 0.037 0.041 0.089 0.068

2-3 &2-5 0.041 0.036 0.026 0.081 0.091 0.058
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Table 3.2 RSG measurement and simulation results of transient chopped
lightning wave distribution in tr-ansfomer coils without oil impregnation,
entries in the table are in per unit of peak vaiue of applied voltage

Tap
cons

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. difference at 1 .1 6 nS

RSG EC-I EC-2 EC-3

AB t-1 & l-3 0.102 0.168 0.179 0.183

1-3 & l-5 0.1 50 0.11 1 0.116 0.1 20

l-11 &E 0.157 0.118 0.r24 0.1l9

1-t3&C o.o47 0.028 0.016 0.025

1-13 & A 0.055 0.078 0,056 0.030

B &2-1 0.024 0.030 0.006 0.019

D &.2-1 0.000 0.011 0.002 0.002

F &2-3 0.031 0.028 0.040 0.043

2-1 8L 2-1 0.055 0.033 0.040 0.054

0.031 0.023 0.026 0.030

CD I-1 & 1-3 0.1 35 0 185 0.1 87

1-3 & 1-5 0.143 0 123 o.124

1-1 l &E 0.095 0.094 0.103

1-13 & C 0.034 0.021 0.031

l-13 & A

B &.2-1

D &.2-1 0.032 0.007 0.009

F &.2-3 0.024 0.0i0 0.028

2-l &,2-1 0.0r6 0.032 o.o27

2-3 &.2-5 0.048 0.021 0.026
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Note:
Explessions are the same as Table 3-1

Tap
cons

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. difference at 1 .16 pS

RSG EC-1 EC-2 EC-3

EF t-l & l-3 0.103 0.1 93 0.1 98

1-3 & 1-5 0.16'1 0.123 0.129

t-11 &E 0.087 0.121 0.101

1-13 8L C

l-13 & A

B &.2-1

D &.2-1.

F &,2-3 0.048 0.037 0.025

2-1 &.2-3

2-3 8.2-5 0.056 0.030 0.029
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Table 3.3 Simulation results of transient lightning wave distribution in transformer
coils with present tap lead insulation design, with oil impregnation, entries in the
table are in per unit of peak value of applied voltage

Tup
cons.

Volt. diff
between

Volt. diff. at I .2 ¡rS Volt. diff. at 45 ¡rS

EC-1 EC-2 EC-3 EC- I F.C-2 EC-3

AB 1-1 & 1-3 0.1 33 0.154 0.145 0.035 0.008 0.008

1-2 8¿ 1-4 0.138 0.14r 0.142 0.032 0.024 0.005

I-11&E 0.120 0.t56 0. 5 0.010 0.016 0.031

1-13 & C 0.023 0.009 0.017 0.004 0.007 0.017

1-13 & A 0.064 0.009 0.072 0.011 0.009 0.008

B &.2-1 0.013 0.035 0.037 0.032 0.044 0.028

D &,2-1 0.005 0.001 0.022 0.011 0.002 0.030

F &.2-3 0.036 0.058 0.034 0.067 0.050 0.017

B & 2-2 0,039 0.003 0.025 0.071 0.061 0.047

2-3 &.2-5 0.028 0.033 0.011 0.068 0.089 0.079

CD l-l & l-3 0.151 0.155 o.o14 0.013

t-2 &.1-4 0.153 0.1 -54 0.006 0.006

l-11 &E 0.131 0.092 0.010 0.001

1-13 & C 0.008 0.009 0.022 0.006

1- l3 & A

B &.2-1

D &.2-1 0.000 0.006 0.015 0.007

F &.2-3 0.032 0,012 0.080 0.044

B &.2-2

2-3 &.2-5 0.036 o.o42 0.082 0.086
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Expressions are the same as Table 3.1

Tup
cons

Volt. diff
between

Volr. diff. ar I .2 uS Volt. dìff. ât 45 uS

EC-1 EC-2 EC-3 EC-J EC-2 EC-3

EF 1-1 & 1-3 0.164 0.1 60 0.013 o.024

1-2 &. 1-4 0.t44 0.149 0.026 0.027

1-l 1&E 0.118 0.121 0.00'l 0.026

1-13 & C

1-13 & A

B &2-l

D &2-1

F t¿ Z-3 0.019 0.040 0.069 0.021

B &.2-2

2-3 &,2-5 0,035 0.025 0.085 0.067
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Table 3.4 Simuiation results of t¡ansient chopped lightning wave dis-
tribution in transformer coils with present tap lead insulation design,
with oil impregnation, entries in the table are in per unit of peak value
of applied voltage

Tup
cons

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. diff. at 1 .l 6 uS

EC-1 FC.2 EC-3

AB l-1 & 1-3 0.169 0.18t 0.185

l-2 & r-4 0 ll8 0.121. 0.125

1-11&E 0.118 0.122 0.i19

t-13 & C 0.029 0.017 0.025

t-13 & A 0.079 0.061 0.030

B &.2-1 0.031 0.01I 0.01I

D &2-1 0.011 0.002 0.002

F &.2-3 0.028 0.03 8 0.043

B &2-2 0.050 0.038 o.oz9

0.022 0.025 0.030

CD 1-l &. l-3 0.187 0.189

t-z &.1-4 0.128 0.130

t-I1&E 0.093 0.102

1-r3 & C 0.023 o.o32

l-13 & A

B &.2-1

D &. Z-1 0.008 0.008

F &2-3 0.010 0.027

z-3 &. z-5 0,027 0.025
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Note:

Expressions are the same as Table 3.1

Tup
cons.

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. diff. at 1.16 LtS

F,C-1 EC-2 EC-3

EF 1-t & 1-3 0,1 95 0.200

1-2 &.1-4 0.128 0.135

1-11&E 0.121 0.099

1-13&C

1-13 & A

B &2-1

D &,2-'l

F &.2-3 0.038 0.024

B &,2-2

0.030 0.030
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Table 3.5 Field magnitude ( kV/mm ) at various locations of the coils with present
tap lead insulation design, when the winding is subjected to full lightning wave (
peak value 125 kV ) and chopped iightning wave ( peak value 145 kV ), coils
inpregnafed with oi1

Tap
cons.

Stres s

between

At I .2 pS, full wave At 1.16 pS, chopped wave

EC-I EC-2 EC-3 Avg EC-1 EC-2 EC-3 Avg.

AB I -1 & l-3 19.34 17.85 16.89 18.03 24.19 all 17 23.89

1-2 &.1-4 15.68 16.02 16.14 1 5.95 15.56 1.5.94 16.47 15.99

1-11&E 1l t1 15.51 11.38 12.68 13.26 13.88 13.30 13.48

CD 1-1 & l-3 18.23 17.97 t8 10 24.99 25.24 25.11

1-2 &.1-4 t] .39 17.50 n .44 16.87 I7 13 17.00

1-l I &E 13.20 9.03 11 .11 10.31 11.51 10.91

EF l-1 & 1-3 19.04 t 8.59 18.81 26.04 26.78 26.41

1-2 & 1-4 16.36 16.93 16.64 16,87 17.80 1'l )J

t-11&E 11.82 l 1.96 11.89 14.01 11.37 12.69

Expressions are the same as Table 3.1
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Table 3.6 Simulation results of ffansient lightning wave distribution in transforrner
coils with design A of tap lead insulation, with oil impregnation, entries in the table
are in per unit of peak value of applied voltage

Tap
cons.

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. diff. at 1.2 IrS Volt. diff. at 45 pS

EC-I EC.2 EC-3 EC-1 EC-2 EC.3

AB l-l & 1-3 0.1 33 0.1 54 0.1 45 0.034 0.005 0.005

1-2 & t-4 0.138 0 t41 0.'142 0.030 0.020 0.004

1-11 &E 0.120 0 155 0.1 14 0.007 0.010 0.033

1-13 & C 0.023 0.009 0.016 0.004 0.007 0,015

1- l3 & A 0.063 0.010 0.073 0.011 0.005 0.005

B &.2-1 o.012 0.034 0.038 0.033 0.030 0.042

D &.2-l 0.004 0.001 0.021 0.012 0.000 0.029

F &,2-3 0.036 0.057 0.034 0.066 0.053 0.013

B &.2-Z 0.038 0.004 0.026 0.076 0.0-5l 0.058

2-3 &2-5 0.028 0.033 0.01I o.06'7 0.091 0.080

CD t-1 & 1-3 0.157 0.1 55 0.013 0.0r2

L-2 8. 1-4 0.154 0.154 0.005 0.005

I-t1&E 0.131 0.092 0.016 0.001

t-l3 & C 0.008 0.008 0.023 0.007

I -13 & A

B &,2-1

D &2-1 0.000 0.005 0.016 0.008

F & ?-3 0.032 0.011 0.08 i 0.043

B &2-2

z-3 &. z-5 0.036 0.042 0.081 0,088
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Explessions are the same as Table 3.1

Tap
cons

volr. diff
between

Volt. diff. ât 1 .2 uS Volt. diff. at 45 ¡rS

EC-1 EC-2 EC-3 EC-I EC-2 EC-3

EF 'l &.1 3 0.164 0.160 0.013 0,023

1-2 &, 1-4 0.1 45 0.145 0.024 0.026

t-l1&E 0.118 0.r20 0.003 0.019

t-13&c

t-13 & A

B &.2-'l

D &.2-1

F &.2-3 0.019 0.040 0.068 0.026

2-3 8. 2-5 0.035 0.025 0.085 0.061
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Table 3.1 Simulation results of chopped lightning wave distribution in
transformer coils with design A of tap lead insulation, with oil impregnation,
entrjes in the table ale ìn per unit of peak value of applied voltage

Tap
cons

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. diff. ¿ìt 1.16 LtS

EC-1 EC-2 EC-3

AB 1-l & l-3 0.1 70 0.181 0.185

t-2 &. 1-4 0.118 0.1 21 0.126

l-11 &E 0.1 17 0."t22 0.118

l-13&C 0.028 0.017 0.025

1-13 & A 0.078 0.059 o.o29

B &2-1 0.030 0.009 0.018

D 8L 2-1 0.011 0.002 0,002

F &.2-3 0.028 0.038 0.043

B &2-2 0.049 0.037 0.028

o.022 0.025 0.030

CD r-1 & l-3 0.187 0.1 89

't -2 &. 1-4 0.1 28 0.130

1-11 &E 0.092 0.102

1-13 & C 0.023 0.031

1-13 & A

B 8. 2-l

D &2-1 0.008 0.008

F &,2-3 0.010 0.027

B &,2-2

0.027 0.025
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Note

Expressions are the same as Table 3.1

Tup
cons

Volt. dìff.
between

Volt. diff. at I .16 pS

EC-1 F.C-2 EC-3

EF 1-t & 1-3 0.195 0.200

'l-2 &. 1-4 0.128 0.135

l-11&E o.121 0.0s9

l-13 & c

1-13 & A

B &.2-1

D &.2-1

F &.2-3 0.038 0.024

B &,2-2

2-3 8L 2-5 0.030 0.030
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Table 3.8 Field mâgnitude ( kV/mm ) at various locations of the coils with design
A, when the winding is subjected to ful1 lightning wave ( peak value 125 kV ) and
chopped lightning wave ( peak vaiue 145 kV ), with oil impregnation

Tap
con s

Stress
hetween

At 1.2 frs, full wave At I .1 6 pS, chopped wave

EC-1 EC-z EC-3 Avg EC-1 EC-2 EC-3 Avg.

AB 1-1 &,1-3 19.36 17.81 16.84 18.00 22.76 24.24 24.76 23.92

1-2 & 1-4 15.68 16.O2 16.14 15.95 15.56 15.94 16.61 t6.04

1-1r &E 12.19 16.80 12.33 L3.'17 14.46 15.13 14.50 14.70

ct) 1-1 & i-3 t 8.19 17 .95 I 8.07 25.00 25.25 25 12

1-2 & r-4 t 7.50 n.50 n.50 t6.87 1'7.13 17.00

1-11&E t 4.29 9.78 12.03 tl.25 12.55 11.90

EF t-1 & t-3 19.01 I8.59 18.80 26.03 26.78 26.40

1-2 &. 1-4 16.48 16.93 16.10 16.87 17.80 17.33

1-11&E 12.8't 12.96 12.88 15.14 12.33 I 7.I )

Note

Expressions are the same as Table 3.1
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Table 3.9 Simulation results of lightning wave distribution in transformer coils
with design B of tap lead insulation, with oil impregnation, entr-ies in the table are

in per unit of peak value of applied voltage

Tap
cons

Volt. dìff.
bet\¡,/een

Volt. diff. at 1.2 pS Volt. diff. at 45 ¡rS

EC-1 EC-2 EC-3 EC-1 EC-2 EC-3

AB 1-1 & 1-3 0.i33 0.153 0.r44 0.033 0.003 0.005

1-2 &, 1.-4 0.139 0.142 o.143 0.027 0.017 0.003

l-11&E 0.119 0.1 54 0,113 0.005 0.003 0.034

l-13 & C 0.022 0.009 0.016 0.004 0.006 0.013

I -13 & A 0.062 0.010 0.075 0.012 0.020 0.010

B &2-1 0.011 0.033 0.040 0.037 0.017 0.041

D &. Z-1 0.004 0.001 0.021 0.013 0.002 0.028

F &,2-3 0,036 0.057 0.034 0.063 0.056 0.010

B &Z-2 0.038 0.004 0.021 0.076 0.042 0.064

2-3 &.2-5 0.028 0.033 0.01r 0.066 0.093 0.083

CD t-1 & 1-3 0.1 57 0,1 55 0.011 0.011

t-2 & 1-4 0.154 0.155 0.004 0.003

t-11&E 0.130 0.090 0.025 0.000

l-r3 & c 0.008 0.007 0.023 0.008

t-13 & A

B &2-1

t) & 2-1 0.000 0.004 0,015 0.009

F &2-3 0.032 0.010 0.086 o.o43

B &.2-2

2-f & 2-5 0,036 0.041 0.079 0.090
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Expressions are the same as Table 3.1

Tap
cons

Volt. diff
between

Volt. diff. at 1.2 uS Volt, diff, at 45 pS

EC-1 EC-z EC-3 EC-1 EC.2 EC-3

EF I-1 8.1-3 0.'t 64 0.1 60 0.012 0.023

I -2 &, 1-4 0.145 0.1 50 o.o22 0.026

11&E 0.117 0.119 0.007 0.015

L-13 & C

t-I1ô¿ A

B &.2-'l

D&2-1

F &.2-3 0.019 0.039 0.067 o.027

B &2-2

2-3 &.2-5 0,035 0.025 0.084 o.067
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Table 3.10 Simulation results of chopped lightning wave distribution in
transformer coils with design B of tap lead insulation, with oil impregnation,
entries in the table are in per unit of peak value of applied voltage

Tap
cons,

Volt. diff.
between

Volt. diff. ât I .16 lrs

EC-1 EC-2 EC-3

AB l-t & l-3 0.170 0.181 0.185

l-2 & 1-4 0.tII 0.I2Z 0.1,26

t-l1&E 0.117 0.12) 0.117

l-13&C 0.028 0_016 0.025

t-13 & A 0.077 0.058 0.028

B &.2-l 0.030 0.008 0.019

D &.2-1 0.011 0.002 0,002

F &.2-3 0.028 0.039 o.o42

B &,2-Z 0_049 0.03 6 o.o27

2-3 &2-5 0.022 0.025 0.030

CD t-t & l-3 0.1 87 0.189

| -z &. 1-4 0.129 0.1 31

t-11 &E 0.092 0.101

1-13&C 0.022 0.031

1- 13 & A

B &2-1

D &.2-1 0.008 0.008

F &. Z-3 0,009 0.021

B & 2-2

2-3 &2-5 0.027 0.025
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Expressions are the same as Table 3.1

Tap
cÔns

Volt. diff.
hetween

Volt. diff. at 1.16 uS

EC-1 EC-2 EC-3

EF l-t &.1-3 0.195 0.200

1-2 8L 1-4 0.1.29 0.135

1-11 &E 0.119 0.098

l-13 & c

l-r3 & A

B &.2-1

D &2-1

F &2-3 0.037 0.024

B & 2-2

0.030 o.o29
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Table 3.11 Field magnitude (kV/mm) at various locations of the coils with design
B, when the winding is subjected to full lightning wave (peak va\rc 125 kV) and
chopped lightning wave (peak value 145 kV), with oil impregnation

Tup
cons

Stress
between

At 1.2 ÉS, full wave At 1.16 pS, chopped wave

EC-1 EC.2 EC-3 Avg EC-1 EC-2 EC-3 Avg

AB 1-1 &, 1-3 19.40 17 .77 16.79 t7.99 22.80 24.30 24.81 23.91

1-2 &. 1-4 I5.79 t6.14 16.25 16.06 15.69 16.O7 16.61 t6.12

1-1 1&E 13.51 t8.47 1J.) / l5.l 8 16.03 16.73 t6.03 16.26

CD 1-1 &t-3 l 8.15 11 .92 I8.03 25,04 25.27 25 15

1-2 &.1-4 17.50 1.'1.61 \t.55 17.00 lt .27 17.13

l-t1&E 15.'70 r 0.75 13.22 t2.48 13.92 13.20

EF 1-1 & 1-3 19.00 18.59 18.79 26.07 26.80 26.43

1-2 8L 1-4 16.48 17.04 16.76 r 7.00 17.80 17 .40

l-11 &E 14.11 14.27 14.19 16.64 13.58 15.11

Note:

Expressions are the same as Table 3.1
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FORFUTURE WORK

In order to evaluate the present design of tap lead insulation of a distribution

transformer with barrel-type coils and suggest more economic designs, it is neces-

sary to simulate the transient impulse voitage distribution. Simulations were carried

out by using the equivalent circuit method proposed by Lewis and Dent. A new

accurate and flexible technìque has been proposed to calculate lumped inductive

components of the equivalent circuits. This technique is suitable for the application

to transformers with baffel-type coils. The simulation results of transient voltage

distribution have been validated by comparison with test measurement results. The

effect of various equivalent circuit models and the effect of tap connections to Ían-

sient voltage distribution have been examined. According to the RSG measurement

and simulation results, the tlansient impulse voltage distribution have following

characteristics:

O Impulse voltage input causes oscillations in transformer coils. These oscilla-

tions attenuate significantly after about 100 microseconds.

O During the first 100 microseconds period, the ûânsierìt voltage distrìbution in

tlansformer winding is very non-uniform, that is, in the lìrst 2 - 3 microsec-

onds, the windings of the coil No. 1 near the input end experience r.elatively

large voltage drop, while at about 45 microseconds, the oscillations in the coils

cause high voltage drop inside the coil No.2.

O The potentials of the tap leads and the adjacent layers ale almost identical,

except that there is some potential difference between taps E, F and their adja-

cent iayers.

O The transient voltage distribution of chopped lightning wave is even more non-

uniform than that of ful1 lightning wave in coil No. 1.

By modification of the capacitive components in the equivalent netwotks to
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reflect the effect of oil impregnation, the transient impulse voltage distribution

under actual working condition were simulated. By using the simulation results as

boundary conditions, field stress in the insulation near the input end and tap lead

insulation were evaluated under over-voltage condition by quasi-static field analy-

sis. The resuits show that the insulation design of the transformer coils is safe; tap

lead insulation design with three layers of paper is conservative and it can be

improved. Two modified designs have been suggested. One includes two layers of

paper around the tap leads, the other includes only one layer of paper. The simula-

tion results show that the transient impulse voltage distributions do not change sig-

nif,cantly when the tap lead insulatìon design is modified. The field stress analysis

shows that the field stress in the insulation of the modified designs at the location of

the tap lead is still weil below the stress ât the input end. In view of the factor of

safety built into the field analysis. Therefore, the tap lead insulation can be reduced

to two layers of paper or only one layer of paper without any problem from an

electlicai point of view.

Although, the conclusions aLe drawn based upon consideration of a specific dis-

tribution transfomer, all the methods used in this resealch wor-k are general in the

sense that they may be used to evaluate insulation levels in other types of trans-

former with barrel type coils.

For future research, the effect of iron core on the lumped inductive components

of the equivalent circuit of transfonner with baruel-type coils should be investi-

gated. The transient impulse voltage distribution caused by the current surge enter-

ing the low voltage side and cor:responding tap lead insulation stless evaluatìon are

worth ascertaining by both test measurement and simuiation method [18].
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APPF],NDIX À.

Curve Fitting and Sectionalization Programs ( Partial )

* PROGRÀM read

* USE TO RE.AD MEÃSURING DATA POINTS AND OUTPUT STEPPED
* I,]NE END POTNTS ÀND SHOWTNG CURVE DATÀ POINTS

PROGR-{M read

PÀRÀMETER(c1X=0.0)

INTEGER DIV, M, NUM

PARÀMETER (M=4, NIJM=S )

DOUBI,E PRECISION T1X (N]]'M) . T1Y (NUM) , T2X (NUM) , T2Y (NUM)

DOUBLE PRECISION T3X (NUM) , T3Y (NI,-}4) , T4X (NUM) , T4Y (NIIM)
ÐouBLE PRECTSTON A1 (M) ,A2 (M) ,À3 (M) ,A4 (M)

DOUBLE PRËCISTON STX ( lOOO ), STY ( lOOO ), SHX ( lOOO ), SHY ( lOOO )

REAL SHXX (10 00 ) , SHYY (10 0 0 )

REAL STXX (10 OO ) , STYY (10 OO )

DOUBLE PRECTSION XAVG (4)
DOUBLE PRECISION WID
DOUBLE PRECISION TMLEN, TTLEN

PRINT ", NPUT LINE DIVISION VÀLUE'
READ (*, 1O ) DIV

1O FORMÀT (T3 )

OPEN (UNIT=10, FILE=' input.l/ lenqth. txt' )
*23456
* 23 456',7 89 0123 456'7 89 01,23 456'7 89 01,23 456',7 89 9123 456',7 89 0L23 456',7 89 A

LAYER No.1
OPEN (UNTT=11, FILE=' inputl/md11. txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=12, FILE= ' inputl,/md12 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=13, FILE-' inputl/md13 . Lxt' )

OPEN (UNIT=14, FILE= ' inputl,/md14. txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=21, FILË= ' input2 /stp1 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=22, FILE= ' input3l/c1stp1 - txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=3 1, FILE=' output/shc1. txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=32, FILE='output/sttp1 . txt' )

XX=0
ÐO 100 I=1 . NUM

READ ( 11. 110 ) r1X(r) ,T1Y(r)
110 FORMAT(D12.4,5X,DL2.4)

XX=XX+T1X ( I )

1OO CONTTNUE
)LAVG ( 1) -Ð(/NUM
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XX-0
DO 120 I=1. NUM

READ (12 , 13 0 ) r2x(r).r2Y(r)
130 FORT4AT (D12 -4,5)<,D),2.4)

WID=T2X (NUM)

)o<=>c<+T2x (r )

L2O CONTINUE
XÀVG(2)=XxlNUM

XX=0
Do 140 I=1, NUM

READ(13,150) T3x(f ),T3Y(f )

150 FORMÀT (D12 . 4 , 5X, D72 .4)
Ð<=)c{+T3x ( r )

1.40 CONTINUE
XAVG(3)=XXINUM

Do 160 I=1, NUM

READ ( 14. 17 0 ) T4X(r),T4Y(r)
I'.l A FOR¡.íAT (D12 .4,5X,Dr2.4)

XX=XX+T4X ( I )

160 CONTINUE
XAVG (4 ) =)C(/NUM

CALL f ir (T1X, T7v ,T2X,T2v,'-t3x. T3Y. T4X, T4Y,
SNTI{, M, STX, STY. SHX, SHY, XAVG, DIV, WID, A1 , A2 , A3 , A4)
Do 180 l-1, I *DlV+6

STxx(l)=sTX(I)
STYY(I)=STY(l)
wRrrE (32,182 ) STXX(r)+C1X, STYY(r)

182 FORMAT(E10.4,5X,E10.4)
r,{RrTE (21 , 18 4 ) STX(r),STY(r)
WRITE (22,184 ) STx(I)+C1X, STY(I)

184 FORMAT (D16 . 10 , 5X, D16 . 10 )

190 CONTTNIIFI

Do 186 I=1, 803
SHXX(I)=sHX(I)
SHYY(I)=sHY(I)
I^TRITE (31.188) sHXx(I) , SHYY(I)

188 FORMAT (810.4,5X, E1o _ 4 )

186 CONTINUE

TTLEN-O - 0

Do 190 I=1,803-1
TMLEN-0.0
rMLEN=SQRT ( (sHx (I+1) -sHx (I ) ) * (sHX ( I+1) -sHX(I))+

$ (sHY(l+1) -sHY(I) ) * (sHY(I+1) -sHY(I) ) )

TTLEN=TTLEN+TMLEN
190 CONTINUE
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WRITE(10,*) 1, TTLEN

cl,osE (11)
closE (12 )

cÏ,osE ( 13 )

cl,osE (14 )

cf,osE ( 21 )

cl,osE(22)

cl,osE ( 31 )

cl,osE(32) * END OF LÀYER No.1
closE ( 10 )

STOP
END

* SUBROUTINE fiL

SUBROUTINE fit, (M1X, M1Y, M2X, M2Y, M3X, M3Y, M4X, M4Y,

SNUM, M. STX, STY, SHX, SHY, XÀVG, DIV, WID, A1, A2, A3 , A4)

DOUBLE PRECISION M1X (NUM) , M2X (NUM) , M3X (NIJ'l,l) , M4X (NUM)

DOUBLE PRECISION M1Y(NUM),MzY(NUM),M3Y(NUM),M4Y(NUM)
DOUBLE PRECTSION STXX(1OOO),STYY(1OOO)
DOUBLE PRECTSION STX(1000) , STY(1000)
DOUBLE PRECISION SHX(1OOO),SHY(1OOO)
DOUBLE PRECISION XÄVG(4),WID
DOUBLE PRECISION X, Y, Y1 ,Y2
DOUBLE PRECTSTON A1 (M) ,A2 (M) ,A3 (M) ,A4 (M)

INTEGER I, J, NUM, DIV. TNUM

* CALL SUBROUTINE pcir TO DETERMINE THE COEFFICIENTS
* OF FTTTTNG FI]NCTÍON

*23456
* 23 45 67 8 9 A123 45 61 89 A123 45 61 89 0).23 45 67 89 9 L23 45 6',7 89 4123 45 6',7 89 A

CALL pcir (M1X. M1Y, À1, NUM, M)

CALL pcir (M2X, M2Y, À2, NLr]{, M)

CALL pcir (M3X, M3Y, A3 , NUM, M )

CALL pcir (M4X, M4Y. À4, NIJ'14, M)

* 23 45 6'7 89 AA23 456',] 89AL23 45 6'7 89 0a23 45 61899r23 456'1 894123 4561 B9 A

Do 10 I=1,201
X=WTD* (I-201,)/200
SHX(I)=x
Y1=1
y=41 (1)
DO 20 J=2, M

Y1=Y1+ (X-X-ÄVG ( 1) )

Y2=À1 {J) *Y1



20 CONTTNUE
SHY(I)=Y
CONTTNUE

2

10

* 23456'7 89A123 4567 894r23 456'/ 89 At23 45 61899L23 456'7 8941234561894
Do 30 I=242,4AI
x=wID* (I-201)/200
sHX(I)=x
Y1=1
y=42 (1)
DO 40 J=2.M

Y1=Y1* (x-xAVG(2))
Y2-42 (J) *Y1

Y=Y+Y2
4A CONTTNUE

SHY (I ) =Y
3O CONTTNUE

* 23 45 61 89 A123 45 6't 89 A123 45 61 B 9 A123 45 67 B 9 9 L23 45 61 B 9 0123 45 61 B9 0

Do 5A I=442,642
x=wID* (602-I)/200
sHX(I)-X
Y1=1
y=.{3 (1)
DO 60 J=2.M

Y1=Y1* (X-xAvc (3 ) )

Y2 =43 (,.r)*Y1
Y=Y+Y2

6O CONTINUE
sHY(I)=Y

5O CONTINUE

*23456'7 890L23456',7 890123456',7 89 4123 45 6'7 899123 4567 89 At23 45 6'7 890
Do 70 l=603,802
x=wtD* (602_r)/200
sHX(l)=x

Y=A4 ( l- )

DO 80 ,l=2,M
Y1=Y1* (x-xAVG (4 ) )

Y2=44 (J) *Y1

Y=Y+Y2
BO CONTINUE

SHY(I)=Y
7O CONTINUE

* CONNECTION PO]NT
sHX(803)=sHX(1)
SHY(803)=SHY(1)



*23456
*23456'7 89 0).23 456189 4123 456'7 890123456',7 899L23456'7 890L234567 894

DO 100 T=1, (DIV+1)
X=WrD* (r_ (DtV+1) ) /DrV
STXX(I)=X

y=41 (1)
Do 110 .1=2, M

Y1=Y1* (x_xÄVG(1,))
Y2-41 (,J) *Y1

Y=Y+Y2
110 CONTINUE

STYY(l)=Y
1OO CONTINUE

*23456
* 23 4561 B9 A123 4561 B9 4123 45 6'/ 8901,23 4561899L23 4561 B9 4123 4561 89 A

Do 120 I= (DIV+2) , (2*DIv+1")
X=WID* (I- (DTV+1) ) /DTV
STXX(T)=X

v=À, / 1 \

DO 130 J=2.M
Y1=Y1* (x-xAvc(2) )

Y2=A2 (J) *Y1

Y=Y+Y2
130 CONTTNUE

STYY(I)=Y
120 CONTINUE

*23456
* 23 45 6'/ 89 0 L23 45 6',7 89 0 L23 45 61 89 4123 45 6'1 89 9 1,23 45 61 A9 Ar23 4 5 67 8 9 0

oO 146 1=(2*ÐIV+2), (3*DIV+2)
X=WID* ( (3 *DIV+2 ) -I ) /DIV
STXX(T)-X

Y=43 (1)
DO 150 J=2,M

Y1=Y1* (x-xAVG (3 ) )

Y2 =43 (,f ) *Y1

Y=Y+Y2
],5 0 CONTINUE

STYY (I ) =Y
140 CONTTNUE

+23456'7 890L23456'7 894123 456'/ 890r234567 899723456',7 89A123456',7 89A
Do 160 l=(3*DlV+3), (4*DlV+2)
X=WID* ( (3*DIV+2) -I) /DIV
STXX(r)=X
Y1=1
Y=44(1)
DO 1,10 J=2,M



Y1=Y1* (X-XAVG(4))
Y2=44 (J)*Y1

170 CONTÌNUE
STYY(I)=Y

160 CONTTNUE

*23456
* 23 456189 0L23 4561 B9 4123 456',7 89 4123 45 6'7 8991,23 456',7 89 A123 456'7 89 A

STXX ( 4*DIV+3 ) =STXX ( 1 )

STYY (4 *DIV+3 ) =STYY ( 1)

* TOTAL NUMBER OF STEP POTNTS
TNTIM=4 *DIV+ 3

CALL s tep ( STXX, STYY. TNUM. sTX, STY )

RETURN
END

* SUBROUTTNE pcír

* CURVE FITTING US]NG LEAST SQUARE METHOD TO N DATA PO]NTS
,K WTTH POLYNOMINAL FUNCTION
,t SUBRÔIJTINE NÀME: PCIR

"' SUBROUTINE pcir (X, Y. A, N, M, DT1, DT2, DT3 )

*23456
* 23 45 61 B9 0L23 45 61 A9 0123 45 67 B9 0L23 45 61 B9 9 L23 45 61 8 9 A123 45 67 B 9 A

SUBROUTINE pc j-r (X, Y, Ä, N, M)

DIMENSION X(N) ,Y(N) ,A(M) ,S(20) ,T(20),8(20)
DOUBLE PRECISTON X, Y,A, S. T, B, DT1 , DT2, DT3,Z,D1 , P,C,D2,G,

$Q, DT
z-a .0
Do 10 I=1, N

10 z-z+X(I) /N
B(1)=1'0
D1=N
P=0. 0

c=0 . 0

DO 20 I=1. N

P=P+ (X(T) -z)
c=C+y ( I )

20 CONTINUE
C-C /DI
P=P /DL
A ( 1) =s*3 11¡
IF (M.GT.1 ) THEN

T(2)=1'0
T(1)=-P
D2=0.0
c=0.0
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c-0.0
DO 30 T=1, N

Q=x (r ) -z-P
D2-D2+e*e
C=y (I ) * e+c
c= (x(r)-z)*Q'kQ+c

30 CONTTNUE
C=C /D2
P-c /D2
Q=D2 /DI
DL-D2
A(2) =c*1\2)
A (1) =c*111¡ *o 1t,

END TF
DO 100 J-3, M

S (;)=r (J-1)
s (J-1) =-P*r (J 1) +T (J-2 )

]F(J.GE.4)THEN
DO 4A K=J-2,2 , -L

40 s (K) =-P*T (K) +r (K-1) -Q*B (K)
END IF
s (1) =-P*r ( 1) -Q*B ( 1 )

Ð2=0 . 0

c=0.0
c=0.0
DO 70 l-1. N

Q=s (J)
Do 60 K=.1 1,1.-1

60 A-O*(x(I)-z)+s(K)
D2=D2+e*e
c=Y(I)*Q+C
G= (x(l) -z) * 

Q 
*Q+G

10 CONTTNUE
c=C /D2
P=c /D2
Q=D2 /DL
DI=D2
A (J ) =c*s ('l )

T (J) -s (J)
DO 80 K=J-1, 1, -1

A (K)=c*s (K) +A (K)
B (K) =T (K)
r (K)=s (K)

80 CONTINUE
1OO CONTTNUE

DT1=0.0
DT2-0 .0
DT3-0 .0
Do 120 I=1, N

a=a (u)
Do 110 K-M-1, 1, -1

110 Q=Q* (x (r ) -z )+A (K)
oT=Q Y(r)
IF ( ABSiDT) .GT.DT3 ) DT3=ABS(DT)



DT1=DT1+DT*DT
DT2 =DT2+ABS (DT )

1.20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

* SUBROUTINE step

SUBROUTINE s Tep (XX, YY. NUM, SXX. SYY )

DIMENSÍON XX(NUM), YY(NUM) , SXX(1OOO), SYY(1OOO)
DOUBLE PRÊCTSION XX, YY, SXX. SYY
TNTEGER NI,'}f , I

*23 4561890r23456',7 890r23456',7 89A123 456'189 9L23 456'7 890123 456'7 890
sxx(1)-xx(1)
sYY ( 1) =YY (1)
SxX(2)-xx(1)
sYY(2) =0. 5* (YY(l-) +YY(2) )

DO 100 I=2 , NUM- 1

SXX(2*1-1)=lc<(I)
SYY(2*T-1) =0. 5* (YY(T-1) +YY(I) )

sxx(2*I)=)ct(I)
SYY(2*l) =0. 5* (YY(I) +YY(I+1) )

1OO CONTINUE
sxx ( 2 *NUM-1) =xx (NUM)

syy (2 *NUM-1) 
= 0 . 5 * (yy (NrrM-1) +YY (NUM) )

SXX ( 2 *NUM) -Xx (NUM)

sYY (2 *N],]lvl ) =YY (NUM)

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B.

Equivalent Circuit Parameters Calculation Programs ( Partial )

* PROGR¿-IVI cal l

* USE TO CALCULATE THE SE],F INDUCTÀNCE, CÄ.PACTTANCE AND
* RESTSTANCÊ OF DIFFERENT LAYER/SUB LAYER

PROGRÀM cal l

COMMON /COM1/ PI, EO, ER.MU
COMMON /COM2 / SIGMA, FREQ

COIN4ON /COM3,/ RÀDIUS. PITCH

PÀRÀMETER (DIV= 5 , NS= 13 )

DOUBLE PRECISION Pf , EO. ER,MU,SIGMA, FREQ, RADIUS, PITCH
DOUBLE PRECTSTON DX(1000) ,ÐY(1000) ,DZ (1000)
DOUBLE PRECISTON TL, TC, TR
INTEGER NII,I, TMP, T
INTEGER NUMZ (5 O )

NUM= B *DIV+ 6

* INPUT THE NUMBER OF TURNS IN EÀCH SECT]ON

OPEN (UNIT=5, FILE=' inputl,/section. txt' )

Do 50 r=1. NS

READ(5, *) NUMZ(I)
50 CONTINUE

CLOSE ( 5 )

* INPUT THE NUMBER OF TURNS IN EACH LAYER

OPÊN (UNIT-10. FILE='output/p2s1s11 5. txt' )

*** START LAYER No.1
*23456
* 23 45 67 89 0123 45 6'7 89 0]_23 456',7 89 Ar23 45 61 899L23 456'1 89 41234567 890

TL=0.0
TC=0.0
TR=0.0

OPEN (UNIT-11 . FILE= ' inputl /rnz1 - txt ' )

DO 100 1=1,NUMZ (1)
READ (11, 110 ) DZ (r)

110 FORM.AT (D12.4 )

l OO CÕNTÍNI]E
cÏ-osE (11)

OPEN (UNIT-12 , FILE='input2/stp1- txt' )

DO 120 I=1, NUM
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READ (12 , 13 0 ) DX(r) ,DY(r)
130 FORMAT (D16.10,5X, D16.10 )

124 CONTINUE
closE (12 )

CÀLL s 1cr (DX, DY, DZ , TL, TC , TR, NUM, NIIMZ ( 1 ) )

TMP=1
WRTTE (10,140 ) TMP, TL, TC. TR

rLa FORì4ÀT ( T3,5X, D16.10,5X, D16.10,5X, D16.10 )
****** END LAYER No.1

cI,osE ( 10 )

STOP
END

* END OF PROGRÀM call

* PROGRÀ-¡4 caf2
* USE TO CALCULATE MUTUÀL TNÐUCTANCE BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT SECTIONS

*23456
* 23 45 67 89 0123 456'Ì 89 A123 456'Ì I9 012 3 4 5 6 7 I9 0123 45 6'7 890123 456',7 89 A

PROGRAM cal2

PARÀMETER (ÐIV=5, NS=13 )

DOUBLE PRECTSTON DX ( 5 0 , 2 0 0 ) , Dy ( 5 0 , 2 0 0 ) , DZ ( 5 0 , 3 0 0 )

DOUBLE PRECISION ML (50, 5O)
DOUBLË PRECISION LLL, LL
INTEGER I,'f ,K,L,M,N
ÍNTEGER NUM

INTEGER NI,'MZ(50)

NIIM= I *DlV+6

OPEN (UNIT=5, FTLE= ' inputl/section. txt' )

DO 1000 I=1,NS
READ(5, *) NTJA4Z (T)

lOOO CONTINUE
CLOSE ( 5 )

OPEN (LÌl'llT=10. FILE='outpuL/p2s1m11 5 . txt' )

OpEN (UNIT=11, FILE= ' input2 /stp1 - txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=12, Ff LE=' input2 /stp2 - txt' )

OPEN (UNTT-13. FILE=' input2 /stp3 . txt ' )

OPEN (UNIT=14, FILE=' input2,/stp4 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=15, FILE=' input2 /stp5 . txt' )

OPEN(UNIT=16, FILE=' input2/stp6. txt )

OPEN (UNIT-17, FILE=' input2 /stp7 . txt ' )

OPEN(UNTT=18, FILE=' input2/stp8. txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=19, FfLE='input2,/stp9. txt )

OPEN (UNTT-2 0. FILE=' input2 /sLp10. Lxt' )

OPEN (UNIT=21, FII,E=' input2,/stp11. txl' )
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OPEN (UNIT=22, FILE=' input2 /stp12 . Lxt.' )

OPEN (LtlJIT=23. FTLE=' input2 /stp13 . txt' )

*23456
* 23 456189 A123 456'189 0123 45 6'7 89AL23 45 6'/ 89Ar23 45 6'7 890123 456189 A

DO 1010 T-1, NS

DO 1O2O J ],NUM
T1=I+10
RËAD (TT,1O3O ) DX(],,]),DY(1,J)

103 0 FORMÀT (D16 . 10 , 5X, D16 . 10 )

1O2A CONTTNUE
1O 1O CONTINUE

closE ( 11)
closE ( 12 )

closE (13 )

closE ( 14 )

closE (15 )

closE ( 16 )

closE (17 )

cI,osE ( 1B )

closE (19 )

closE (2 0 )

CLOSE ( 21 )

closE(22)
cl,osE(23)

OPEN {UNIT=11, FILE=' inputl/mza. LxL' )

OPEN (UNIT=12. FTLE=' inputl/m22. LxL' )

OPEN (UNIT=13 , FILE=' inputl/mz3 . txL' )

OPEN { UNTT-14, FILE= ' inputl/mz4.¡'xL' )

OPEN (UNIT=15, FTLE-' inputl/mz5 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=16, FILE=' inputl,/mz6 . LxtL' )

OPEN (UNIT=17. FILE=' inpul-1/mz'1 . tLxi.' 
)

OPEN (UNIT=18, FILE=' inputl/mz8 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=19 . FTLE- ' inputl /mz9 . L><t ' )

OPEN {UNIT=20, FILE=' inputl/m210 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=21 . FTLE= ' inputl/m211 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=22, FILE=' inputl /mza2 . LxL' )

OpEN (UNIT-23, FILE= ' inputl/m213 . txt' )

*23456
*23456'7 89AL23 456'7 890a23 456189A123 45 6189 A123 45 67 890).23456't 894

Do 1040 I=1,NS
DO 1050 J=1,NUMZ(I)

II=I+10
REÀD(11,1060) Ðz(r,J)

1060 FORI{AT(Ð12.4)
105O CONTINUE
1O4O CONTINUE

closE (11 )

cl,osE ( 12 )

closE ( 13 )

closE ( 14 )
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closE ( 15 )

closE ( 16 )

closE ( 17 )

CLOSE ( 1B )

closE ( 19 )

closE(20)
closE { 21 )

closE(22)
CLOSE(23)

23456
t 23 456'7 89 0a23 456189A!23 45 6'7 89 0123 456"t 89 0123 456189 Ar23 456'7 89 0

Do 110 0 I=1. NS-1
Do 1110 L= (I+1) , NS

LL=0.0
Do 112 0 N=1,NUMZ(L)

DO 113 0 M=1,NLt -1
DO 1140 K=1 , NUMZ ( I )

Do 115 0 J=1, NUM- 1

LLL=0.0
CALL mutual (DX(I, J),DY(1, J) .Dz (T.K),

$DX(I,J+1),DY(I,.f+1) ,DZ(I,K),DX(L,M) ,DY(L,M) , DZ (L, N) ,

$DX(L,M+1),DY(L,M+1), DZ (L,N), LLL)
LL=LL+LLL

115 O CONTINUE
1I4A CONTINUE
113 O CONTINUE
112 O CONTINUE

t,23456
t 23 456'7 89 A123 4567 89 0123 456',7 89 AL23 456'1 89 Ar23 45 67 89 4123 456'7 89 4

ML(l,L)=LL
1110 CONTINUE
110 O CONTINUE

!<23456
t 23 45 6'7 89 Ar23 45 6'7 89 0 L23 45 61 89 0 12 3 4 5 67 8 9 0123 45 6',7 89 4 123 45 6'7 89 0

DO 12 00 l=1, NS-1
DO 1210 J=I+1, NS

r,ÌRITE(10, a22a) r, J, ML(r,J)
a22A FORMAT (13, 5X, 13, 5X, D16 .10 )

!2\A CONTINUE
12OO CONTTNUE

cf,osE ( 10 )

STOP
END

* SUBROUTINE s 1cr

* USE TO CALCULATE THE SELF INDUCTÀNCE, CÀPACITANCE
* RESIST.ANCE OF A LAYER/SECTION

SUBROUTINE slcn (DX, DY, DZ, TL, TC, TR, NLIM, NUMZ )
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COMMON,/COM1/ PI, EO, ER,MU
COMMON ,/COM2 / SIGMA, FREQ

Co¡'n{oN /CoM3 / RADIUS, PITCH

DOUBLE PRECISTON PI, EO, ER,MU,SIGMA,FREQ,RÀDIUS, PITCH
DOUBLE PRECIS]ON DX (NUM) ,DY(NUM),DZ(NUMZ)
DOUBI,Ë PRECISTON TL, TC, TR
DOUBLE PRECIS]ON SL, SLL, SELFL, ML, MLL
DOUBLE PRECISTON CC, TLEN, LEN
DOUBLE PRECISION RR, TTR
INTEGER ] , J, K. L, NUM, NUMZ

TL=0.0
TR=0.0

*23456
* 23 45 6'7 89 0I23 45 67 89 A123 45 6'/ 89 A123 45 61 89 9 L23 45 61 89 Ar23 45 61 B9 A

SLL=0 - 0

DO 500 l=1,NUM-1
CALL self (DX (I), DY (T), Dz (1), DX(I+1), DY (T+1 ) . Dz ( 1 ), SL)
SLL=SLL+SL

5OO CONTINUE
SELFL=SLL*NUMZ

*23456
* 23 45 61 89 0L23 45 6'7 89 0 123 45 6',7 89 0 L23 45 6',7 89 9 L23 45 67 89 0 L23 45 67 8 9 0

ML=O . 0

MLT-=O.0
DO 510 K-1, NUMZ

DO 520 I=1, NLrM-1
DO 530 L=1,NUMZ

Do 540 .l=1 , NUM 1
CALL mutual (DX(l) .DY(I) ,Dz (K) .Dx(T+1) ,DY(l+1) ,Dz(K) ,

SDx(J) .DY(J) .Dz (L) ,DX(.r+1) ,DY(.r+1) ,DZ (L) , ML)
MLL=MLL+ML

540 CONTINUE
530 CONTTNUE
520 CONTINUE
510 CONTINUE

TL=SËLFL+MLL

*23456
* 23 45 67 89 0r23 45 6"t 890L23 4561 8901,23 4561 899t23 4561 89 A123 456'7 89 0

LEN=0 . 0
Cc=0.0
TC-0.0
DO 550 1=1,NUM-I

TLEN=SQRT ( (DX(I) -DX (I+1 ) ) r' (DX(I) DX (I+1) ) +

S (DY(I)-DY(I+1) )* (DY(I)-DY(I+1) ) )

LEN=LEN+TLEN
550 CONTTNUE
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CALL capl (NUMZ, LEN, cC )

*23456
* 23 45 6't B9 Ar23 45 6'7 89 0123 45 67 I 9 At23 45 6'7 I 9 9 L23 45 61 89 0123 45 61 B9 0

T'nR-0 - 0

DO 600 1=1,NUM-1
CALL res (DX (I ) ,DY(I) ,DZ(1),DX(I+1) ,DY(I+1),DZ (1),RR)
TTR-TTR+RR

6OO CONTINUE
TR=NUMZ *TTR

* WRITE(8,610) TL, TC, TR
* 610 FORMAT (D16.10,5X, D16.10, 5X, D16.10 )

RETURN
END

* SUBROUTINE s elf

SUBROUTINE sel f (DX1, DY1. Ð21", DX2 ,DY2 , DZ2 , L)

COMMON /COM1/ PI, EO, ER, MU

CO¡N{ON /COM2 / SIGMA, FREQ

CO¡NqON /COM3,/ RÀDTUS, PITCH

DOUBLE PRECISION PI, EO, ER,MU,SIGMA, FREQ,RÀDIUS, PITCH
DOUBLE PRECTSION L, LEN, DX1 , DY1.,ÐZI,DX2 ,DYz ,DZ2

*23456
*23 456'7 89A123456',7 890L23456'7 89Ar23456'7 899123 456189 At23 4567 894

TF ((DX1 .EQ. DX2) .ÀND. (DY1 .EQ. DY2)) THEN

LEN=SQRT ( (DX2 DX1) * (DX2 DX1)+ (DY2_DY1) * (DY2_DY1) +

s (Dz2-DzLj * (Dz2-DzL) )

L=0.002 * LEN* ( LOG (2 *LEN/RADTUS ) _0 .75 )

END IF
RETURN
END

* SUBROUTINE mutrual

* USE TO CALCULATE THE MUTUAL INDUCTÀNCE
* OF îWO STRÀIGHT LINE SEGMENTS

SUBROUTINE mutual(DX11, DvIL, DZ).L, DX12, DYL2, DZa,2,
sDX2L, Dy2L, D22L, DX22, Dy22, DZ22, MU'8L)

*23456
* 23 456189 4123 4561 8901"23 4561e9 0123 4567 899r23 4561 89 Ar23 4561 B9 A
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DOUBLE PRECISION DX11, DY1.1., DZI.I , DX1"2, DY72, DZ12
DOUBLE PRECISION DX21, DY2L, D221, DX22, DY22, DZ22
DOUBLE PRECISION LEN1, LËN2. DIS, DELTÀ
DOUBLE PRECISION MUTL, ALPH, BELTA. GARMA

DOUBLE PRECISION BIGX1, BIGY1, BTGX2, BIGY2
DOUBLE PRECTSION SMÀX1, SMAY1, SMÀX2, SMÀY2

DOUBLE PRECISION SIGN

*23456
* 23 45 6'7 89 0123 45 6'7 89 A123 45 61 B 9 0 L23 45 6'7 89 9 L23 45 6'7 89 Ar23 4 5 67 8 9 0

IF (( DX11 ,EQ. DX12) .ÂND. ( DX21 .EQ. DX22 )) THEN

IF ((DX11*DX21) .GT. O ) THEN
SIGN=1.0

ELSE
SIGN=-1.0

END IF
LENI=ABS (DY11 DY12 )

LËN2 =ABS (DY21_DY22 )

*23456
* 23 45 67 89 0123 45 6',7 89 Ar23 45 6',7 89 0a23 45 61 89 9 a23 45 61 89 0123 45 67 B 9 0

IF ( DZ11 .EQ, DZ21 ) THEN
Dts=ÀBS (DX11_DX21)

ELSE
DIS-sQRr ( (DX11-DX21) * (Dx11-DX21) + (D2LL-D22L) *

s (DZ|1,-D221) )

END IF

tr23456
*23456'7 89Ar23456'7 89 0123 456189 AL23 456't899L23 456'Ì 89Ar23 4 5 67 8 9 0

IF ( DIS .EQ. O. ) THEN
MUTL-O.0
RETURN

ELSE
CONTTNUE

END TF

*23456
*23456',7 89A123456'7 890L23456',7 89AL23 4561899L23 456189 0r23 45 67 89A

IF ( DY11 .GT. DY12 ) THEN
BTGYl=DY11
SMAYl=DY12

ELSE
BIGYl=DY12
SMAYl=DY11

END IF
IF ( DY21 .GT. DY22 ) THEN

BlcY2=DY21
SL¡,A.Y2=DY22

ELSE
BLGY2=ÐY22
SMAY2=DY21

FNÐ TF
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IF ( BTGY1 .GT. BIGY2 ) THEN

DELTÀ=SMÀY1_BIGY2

ELSE IF ( BIGY2 .GT. BIGY1 ) THEN
DELTA=SMAY2 -BIGY1

ELSE IF ( SMÀY1 .GT, SMAY2 ) THEN

DELTA=-LEN1
ELSE

DELTA=-LEN2
END TF

*23456
* 23 456'7 89 A123 456189 A123 4567 89 0123 45 6'1899!23 45 6',7 890L23 4567 B9 A

ÀLÞH=LEN1+LEN2 +DELTÀ
BELTA=LEN1+DELTA
GARI4A=LEN2 +DELTA

MUTL=O , OO1* (ALPH*LOG ( (ALPH/DTS )+SQRT ( (AI,PH/DTS) * (ALPH/

$DIS) +1) ) _BELTA*LOG( (BELTÀ,/DIS) +SQRT( (BELTA/DIS) * (BELTA/

SDTS ) +1 ) ) GARMA*LOG ( (GARMA,/DIS ) +SQRT ( ( GÀRMA/DIS ) * ( GARTA/

$DIS ) +1 ) ) +DELTA*LOG ( ( DELTAi/DTS ) +SQRT ( ( DELTA/DIS ) * ( DELTÀ/
$Drs)+1))-
SSQRT (ALPH*ALPH+DIS *DIS ) +

$SQRT (BELTA*BEI,TA+DT S *Df S ) +

S SORT ( GARI4À*GARTA+DIS * DIS )

$SQRT (DELTA*DE],TA+DIS * DI S ) ) *STGN

RETURN

*23456
x23 4567 B9A123 456'7 890a23 456189 0r23 45 61899r23 456',7 89Ar234561894

ELSE TF { ( DY11.EQ,DY12).ÀND. ( DY2I.EQ.D-T22 )) THEN

IF ( (DYl1*DY21) .GT. O ) THEN
SIGN=1.0

ELSE
SIGN=-1 . 0

END IF
LEN1=ABS ( DXl-1-Dx12 )

LEN2-ABS (DX21-DX2 2 )

*23456
* 23 45 61 89 0123 45 6'7 8 9 0123 45 6'7 89 A123 45 61 89 9 L23 45 61 89 01,23 45 67 89 0

IF ( DZ:.1 .EQ. DZ21 ) THEN
DTS=ÀBS (DY11_DY21)

ELSE
DIS-SQRT ( (DY11 -DY2 1 ) * ( DY1 1-DY21 ) + (DZLL -Dz2I ) *

ç (D2LL-D221,) )

END IF

TF ( DIS .EQ. O, ) THEN
MUTL=O . 0

RETURN
ELSE
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CONTINUE
END IF

*23456
* 23 456'1 89 0L23 4561 89 A123 45 6't 89 0123 456'7 899r23 45 6'7 89 Ar2345 67890

]F ( DX11 .GT. DX12 ) THEN
BIGXl=DX11
SMÀX1=DX12

ELSE
Blcxl=DX12
SMÀx1=DX11

END IF
]F (DX21 .GT. DX22 ) THEN

BTGX2=DX21
SYltx2=Dx22

ELSE
BIGX2-DX22
SMAX2=DX21

END TF

rF ( B]GX1 .GT, Ê1GX2 ) THEN
DELTA=SMAX1-BIGX2

ELSE IF ( BIGX2 .GT. BÌGX1 ) THEN
DELTÀ-SMÄX2 -BIGX1

EI,SE IF ( SMÀX1 .GT. SMÀX2 ) THEN
DELTA=-LEN1

ET,SE

DELTA=-LEN2
F]ND -IF

*23456
* 23 4567 89 A123 45 6'/ 89 0123 4567 89 0r23 4561 899123 4567 89 A123 45 6'7 89 0

ALPH=LENI rLEN2 +DELTA
BELTA=LEN1+DELTA
GARMA=LEN2 +DELTA

MUTL=0.001* (ÄLPH*Loc ( (ÄLPH/DIS ) +SQRT ( (ALPH/DlS) * (ALPH/

$D]S )+1) ) .BELTA*I,OG ( (BELTA/DIS) +SQRT ( (BELTÃ/DIS ) * (BELTA/

$Drs ) +1 ) ) -GARMA+LOG ( ( cARr4A,/ DrS ) +SQRT ( ( GARMA/DI S ) * ( GARIA/
SDTS) +1) ) +DELTÀ*LOG( (DELTA,/DIS) +SQRT ( (DELTA/DIS) * (DEI,TA/
$Drs)+1))-
$sQRT (ALPH*ÀLPH+DTS *DI s ) +

SSQRT ( BELTA*BELTA+DIS *DIS ) +

SSQRT (GÀRì{A*GÀRI'|A+ÐIS *DIS ) -
$SQRT (DEI,TA*DEI!TÀ+D]S *DIS ) ) *SIGN

RETURN

ELSE
MUTL=O.0

END IF
RETURN
END
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* SUBROUTINE capl

* USED TO CÄLCULATE THE SELF_CAP.AC ITANCE OF A LAYER/ SUB.I,ÀYER

*23456
* 23 45 67 89 A123 45 61 B9 A!23 45 6',7 89 A123 45 61 B9 0123 45 61 I 9 4123 45 6'7 89 A

SUBROUTINE capl (NUMZ, LEN, SC)

COMMON ,/ COM1 / PT.EO,ER,MU
CO¡û4ON /COM2 / S]GMA, FREQ

COMMON ,/COM3,/ RÀDIUS, PITCH

DOUBLE PRECISION PI.EO, ER,MU,STGMÀ, FREQ,R,\DIUS, PITCH
DOUBLE PRECTSTON LEN, SC

TNTEGER NUMZ

sc= (E0*ER*2* (RÀDIUS/100) )/ ( (PIrcH/100) 2* (FÀDIUS/100) ) *

$ ( (NUMZ-1. 0 ) / (NrrMZ*NUMZ) ) * (LEN/100)

RETURN
END

* SIIEROI]TTNE res

* USED TO CÀLCULATE HIGH FRÊQUENCY RESTSTANCE OF A LINE
SEGMENT

SUBROUTINE res (DX1. ÐY1, DZ1",DX2 ,DY2 ,DZ2 , SR)

COMMON /COM1/ PT, EO, ER, MU

COMMON ,/COM2 / SIGMA. FREQ

COMMON /COM3 / RÀDIUS, PITCH

DOUBLE PRECISION PI.EO,ËR,MU,STGMA, FREQ,RADIUS, PTTCH

DOUBLE PRECISION DX1, DY1, DZL, DX2, DY 2, DZ2, SR

DOUBLE PRECISTON OMEGA, DEEP, AREA, LEN

*23456
* 23 45 6't 89 Ar23 45 6'.l B9 Ar23 45 6',7 89 A123 45 61 89 9 L23 45 6't 89 4L23 45 6? 8 9 0

oMEGA=2 . 0*PI*FREQ

DEEP=SQRT(2.0,/ (OMEGA*MU* S IGMA ) )

AREA=2*pr* ( (RÀDIUS/100)* (Rj\DTUS/100)- ( (RÀDIUS/100) -DEEP)*
$ ( (RÀDIUS/ 1OO ) DEÊP) )

LEN=0. 01*SQRT ( (DX1-DX2 ) * (DX1-DX2 ) + (DYl-DY2 ) * (ÐY1-DY2 ) + {Dz1-
9DZ2) * \DZI-DZ2) )

SR=LEN/ ( SIGMÀ*AREA)

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C.

Electromagnetic Transient Analysis Program ( Partial )

* PROGÊÂM emtp
* USED TO CALCULATE THE TRÀNSIENT RESPONSE OF A R-I] C NËTVIORK

*L23456
*23456'7890A23456189A123456789A123456',1890a23456't890L23456'189412345

PROGFÂM emtp

* fNPUT DATA
PARÀMETER (IBN= 18 5 )

PARÀMETER ( TNN=54 )

PARÀMETER ( IRRN=2 9 )

PÀRÀMETER (ICCN=130 )

PARÀì4ETER ( TLLN=2 6 )

PARÀ}IETER ( IMLN-325 )

DOUBLE PRECTSTON AA (INN, IBN) ,AÀT(IBN,INN)
DOUBLE PRECISION AMR ( TRRN, TRRN), ÀMC ( ICCN, TCCN ) . -AML ( TLLN, ILLN)
INTEGER ADR ( IRRN) ,ÀDC(ICCN) ,ADL(]LLN)
DOUBLE PRECISION DELTT
ÌNTEGER TTS, SN

DOUBLE PRECISTON ZE (IBN,IBN) ,YB(IBN,IBN)
DOUBLE PRECISTON MR(IRRN, IRRN),MC (ICCN, ICCN),ML(ILLN, ILLN)
DOUBLE PRECTSION TYN(INN, TBN) ,YN(TNN,INN) ,YNI (INN,INN)
DOUBLE PRECISION TML (ILLN,ILLN)
DOUB],E PRECISION TT. SVÀL, VG ( ]BN )

DOUBLE PRECTSTON \N'J(INN) , VB ( lBN) , VE ( ]BN) , CE (IBN) , ECS (IBN)
DOUBLE PRECISION CN], { ]BN) . CNz (IBN) . CN3 (TBN) , CN4 ( IBN)
TNTEGER ERROR.TEMPIS (IBN), TEMP.]S (fBN)
DOUBLE PRECISION TVAL1, TVAL2
DOUBLE PRECISION VCE (ICCN) ,TCCE(ICCN)
DOUBLE PRECISTON VLE(TLLN),TLE(ILLN),TCL1E(ILLN),TCL2E(ILLN)
DOUBLE PRECISION \iIRI (IRRN) ,VCI(ICCN) ,VLT(ILLN)
DOUBLE PRECISION TCRI ( IRRN) , TCCI (ICCN) , TCLI ( ILLN)

* INPUT TIME STEP, ITERATTON TIMES ÀND SOURCË TYPÊ
* SN=1 LIGHTNING WAVE
* SN=2 LIGHTNING CHOPPED WAVE
* SN-3 SINE WAVE

DELTT=1.0D-8
TIS-2000
SN=2

CALL ínput ( ZE. À-\, MR, MC, ML, ÀDR, ADC. ADL, DELTT. lBN. lNN, IRRN,
SICCN,ILLN,IMLN)

*123456
*23456'/B901,23456'1B90L234561894123456189A1234561B9A1234561B90L2345
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* (1) SETTTNG ZERO

Do 100 I=1, INN
DO 110 J=1,INN

YNT (I, J)=O. O

110 CONTINUE
1OO CONTINUE

Do 200 I=1,IRFN
DO 210 J=1, IRRN

À¡{R (T, J)=0.0
2IA CONT]NUE
2AA CONTINUE

DO 300 I=1, TCCN

Do 310 .l=1,ICCN
AMC(l'J)=o o

310 CONTINUE
3OO CONTINUE

Do 400 I=1,ILLN
DO 410 J=1,ILLN

AML (I, 'l)=0.0
41.0 CONTINUE
4OO CONTINUE

DO 500 T-1,INN
\ai(I)=0.0

5OO CONTINUE

DO 510 I=1,lBN
vB(I)=0.0

510 CONTINUE

DO 52 0 I=1 , IBN
vE(I)=0.0

520 CONTINUE

Do 53 0 I=1 , IBN
cE (I )=0.0

530 CONTTNUE

Do 540 I=1,IBN
vG(I)=0.0

540 CONTTNUE

,I END OF (1)

Do 600 I=1,IBN
Do 610 .r= 1 , IBN

YB(r,J)=ZE(r,J)
614 CONTINUE
6OO CONTTNUE

CALL inv (YB, IBN, ERROR, TEMPIS, TEMPJS )
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CÀLL tran (AÀ, AÂT. TNN,IBN)
CALL mul (Ã-4., YB, INN, IBN, IBN, TYN )

CALL mu1 (TYI¡, AÀT,INN,IBN,INN, YN)

Do 620 I=1,lNN
Do 630 J-1. TNN

YNr(r,,J)=YN(1,J)
630 CONTTÑUE
620 CONTTNUE

CALI, inv (YNT,INN, ERROR, TEMPTS, TEMPJS )

DO 700 I=1,IRRN
AMR(T.I)=1 .0/MR (I,I)

7OO CONTINUE

DO 800 T-1,ICCN
AMC (r, 1) = ( 1 .0 /DELrr) *MC (r, I )

8OO CONTTNUE

Do 900 I=1.ILLN
Do 910 J=1.ILLN

TML(I,J)=ML(I.':I)
910 CONTINUE
9OO CONTINUE

CALL inv (TML, ILLN, ERROR, TEMPIS, TEMP.IS )

TVÄLI=DELTT/2.0
CÀLL smuf (TVAL1, TML,AllL, ILLN, ILLN)

END OF (2)

OPEN (IJNIT=21, FILE= ' s oil/c1-ab-p3/node1 . Lxt' )

OPEN (UNIT=22 , FILE='s-oi1/c1-ab-p3 /node3 . txt' )

OPEN(UNIT-23. FILE='s-oil,/c1-ab-p3/nodeS. txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=2 4, FILE=' s-oif / c1-ab-p3,/node? . txt' )

OPEN(UNIT=25, FILE='s-oi1/c1-ab-p3/node9. Lxt' )

OPEN(UNIT=26,FILE='s oi1,/c1-ab-p3/node13.txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=2 7, FTLE=' s-oi1 / c1-ab-p3,/node17 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=2I , FILE='s-oi1,/c1-ab-p3 /node21 . txt' )

OPEN(UNIT=29,FILE='s oi1/c1-ab-p3/node23.txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=3 0, Ff LE=' s-oil,¡ c1-ab-p3,/node2 5 . txt )

OPEN ( UNIT=3 1, FILE=' s-o11,/ c1-ab-p3,/node2 7 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=32, FILE= ' s-oi1/c1-ab-p3 /node2I . txt ' )

OPEN(UNIT=33, FILE=' s-oi1/c1-ab-p3/node30. txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=3 4, FILE=' s -oif ,/ c1-ab-p3,/node3 2 . txt )

OpEN ( UNIT=3 5, FILE=' s-oi1,/ c1-ab-p3 /node3 4 . txt' )

OPEN (UNIT=36, FILE= 's-oil/c1-ab p3,/node38-txt )

OPËN(UNIT=3?,FILE='s oi1,/c1-ab-p3,/nodeA2.txt' )

OPÊN (UNIT=3 8, FILE= 's-oi1/c1 ab-p3,/node46.txt')
oPEN (UNIT=3 9, FILE=' s-oi1/c1-ab-p3 /nodes0 . txt' )

OPEN(UNIT=40, FILE='s-oi1/c1-ab-p3/nodeS4. txL' )
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Do 1000 I=1,TTS
TT=DETJTT* (T-200)

IF (TT -LT. O.O) THEN
SVAL=0.01,

SVAL=0.04
VG (1) =SVAL

ELSE
CÀLL source (TT, SVÄL, SN)
VG (1) =SVAL

END IF

CÀLL add (VB. VG, IBN, 1 , VE )

* 234561890L23 456'7 89A123 456189 AL23 456'7 89Ar23456'7 89 A123 45 6't 8901,23 45
CALL Eqi (VE, CE, ECS, AMC, ÀI4L, ADC. ADL, VCE, TCCE, VLE, ILE,

STCL1E, TCL2E, IBN, INN, IRRN, ICCN, ILLN)

CALL mu1 (YB, VG, IBN,IBN,1,CN1)
CALL add ( CN1 , ECS, IBN. 1 , CN2 )

TVAL2-- 1 . 0

CALL smul ( TVÄL2 , CN2 , CN3 , IBN, 1)
CALL Inlr1 (ÀÀ, CN3 , TNN, IBN, 1 , CN4 )

CÀLL muf (YNI , CN4 , TNN . TNN, 1 , \,'l\ )

,lJ=JJ- 1

rF (,lJ .EQ. 0) îHEN

wRrrE ( 21,1100 ) TT.\,'i\(1)
WRITE ( 22,1100 ) TT, VN (3 )

wRrrE (23,1100 ) TT,\,'1\T(5)
wRrTE ( 24 , 110 0 ) TT, \¡l\T (7 )

wRrrE (25,1100 ) TT,\i'r\(9)
wRrrE (26,1100) TT,\¡N (13 )

wRrrE (27,1100 ) TT, Vr\T ( 17 )

wRrrE(28,1100) TT, !'lù (21)
wRrrE (29,1100 ) TT,\l¡r(23)
wRrrE (30, 1100) TT,VN(25)
wRrrE (31,1100 ) TT, !'N (2 7 )

wRrTE ( 32, 1100) TT,\,'N(28 )

wRrrE (33, 1100) TT,!'N (30 )

wRrTE ( 34,1100 ) TT,\n$(32)
I{RITE (3 5 , 110 0 ) TT, \i\l (3 4 )

wRrrE (36,1100 ) TT, !'lJ (38 )

wRrTE ( 3?,1100 ) TT,\.rN(42)
wRrTE (38,1100) TT, V'Àl (46 )

wRrTE (39,1100) TT, r/'¡J (50 )

wRrrE ( 40,1100 ) TT,VN(54)
FORTÍAT ( E12 . 6, 5X, E12 .6 )

.l'f = 4

ELSE
CONTINUE

110 0
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END IF

CÄLL mul (ÃÀT, VN, lBN, INN, 1, VB )

CÀLL add (VB, VG, IBN, 1, VE )

*123456
* 23 45 61 B 9 A123 45 67 B 9 A123 45 61 89 Ar23 45 61 89 A ),23 45 61 B9 A123 45 61 A9 0a23 45

CÀLL ic (VE, ECS, CE, AMR, AMC, Ã.I'{L, ADR, ADC, ADL, VRI, VCT, VLI,
$TCRI, TCC], TCLI, IBN. TNN, IRRN. TCCN. ILLN)

lOOO CONTINUE
closE ( 21 )

cI,osE (22 )

closE (23 )

closE(24)
closE(25)
closE (2 6 )

cl,osE(27)
c]-osE (2I )

cl,osE(29)
cr,osE(30)
closE ( 31 )

closE (32 )

closE(33)
cI,osE(34)
cl,osE(35)
closE (3 6 )

cI-osE(37)
cLosE(38)
c],osE(39)
cr,osE ( 40 )

STOP
END

* SUBROUTINE inpuL
* USE TO FORI4 THE IMPËDÀNCE IATRIX, INCTDENCE MÀTRIX OF THE NETWORK

*234567890a23456'789A123456',78901234567890123456',7890a23456',789Ar2345

SUBROUTINE input (ZE,.A-A, MR, MC, ML, ADR, ADC, ADL, DELTT,IBN,INN,
$ IRRN. ICCN. ILLN, IMLN)

DOUBLE PRECISION ZE(IBN, IBN),-AÄ(INN, IBN)
DOUBLE PREC1SION MR ( TRRN, TRRN) ,MC(ICCN.ICCN).ML(ILLN.ILLN)
INTEGER ADR ( IRRN) , ADC (ICCN) , ADL ( ILLN)
DOUBLE PRECISION DELTT
INTEGER IBN, INN, IRRN. ICCN. TLLN. IMLN

1NTEGER T1 , T2 ,13 ,I4
DOUBLÊ PRECISION VAL
]NTEGER TA1" , TA2 ,IT3 , TTL,112

*123456
*23456',7890I23456'7894123456189012345678901234561A9A123456-tA9012345
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DO 100 I=1,IBN
DO 110 J=1,IBN

zE(l,J)=0.0
110 CONTINUE
1OO CONTINUE

DO 12 0 l=1, INN
Do 130 J=1, IBN

À-A(I,J)=0.0
130 CONTINUE
L2A CONTINUE

ÐO 140 I=1 , IRRN
Do 150 .l=1 , IRRN

MR(l,J)=0.0
150 CONTTNUE
140 CONTTNUE

Do 160 I=1, ICCN
DO 170 J=1, ICCN

MC (r,,j) -0.0
L'7 A CONTINUE
160 CONTTNUE

Do 180 I=1, ILLN
DO 190 J=1, TLLN

ML (I, J) =0 .0
L9O CONTINUE
L8O CONTTNUE

) oo

214

224

DO 200 T-1.IRRN
ADR(l)=0

CONTINUE

DO 210 I=1,ICCN
ADc(l)=0

CONTfNUE

DO 220 I=1,ILLN
ADL(l)-0

CONTfNUE

Il1-0
112-O
lr3=0
IT1=0
IT2=0

*234561890123456'78901,2345678901234567890I23456'789A123456'789A12345
OPEN (UNIT=I 0, FTLE=' input/s -oi1 /ab-s1-p3' )

DO 500 1=1,]BN+IMLN
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* tF

REÀD(10, *) 11. , T2 ,I3 , I4, VAL

COMPONENT IS RESISTOR
]F (I4 .EQ, 1) THEN

II1=II1+1
ÀDR(lI1)=I1
MR (II1 , ]I1 ) =VAL
zE(11,11)-VAL

IF (12 .EQ. O) THEN
ÀA (r3 , r1) =-1 . 0

ELSE
CONTINUE

END IF
IF (T3 .EQ. O) THEN

AA(12,r1)=1.0
EI,SE

CONTINUE
END IF
TF ((12 .NE. O) .AND. (T3

ÀÀ(I2,I1)=1 .0
ÀA (13 . r1)=-1.0

ELSE
CONTINUE

END IF

ELSE
CONTTNUE

END IF
COMPONENT 1S CÀPACITOR

IF (14 .EQ. 2) THEN
l1=11-IMLN
II2=II2+L
ADC (II2 )=]1
Mc(II2,II2)=VAL
zE (ÍI ,11") =DELTT/VÀL

rF ((12 .NE. 0) .AND. (13.
ÀA(12,r1)=1.0
ÀÀ (r3, r1)=-1. 0

CONTINUE
END IF
]F (12 .EQ. O) THEN

ÀÀ(I3,I1)--1.0
ÊLSE

CONTTNUE
END IF
IF (I3 .ËQ. O) THEN

AÀ(12,r1)=1.0
ELSE

CONTINUE
END IF

IF

NE. O) ) THEN

NE. 0) ) THEN
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ËLSE
CONTINUE

END IF
* ]F COMPONENT IS INDUCTOR

IF (14 .EQ. 3) THEN
II3=ll3+1
ADL(II3)=I1
ML (TT3 , If 3 ) =VAL
ZE (1L ,1L) =2 . 0 "VAL/DELTT

IF (r2 _ËQ. 0) THËN
AÀ(13,I1)=-1.0

ELSE
CONTTNUE

END IF
IF (]3 .EQ. O) THEN

AÀ (12 , r1) =1 .0
ELSE

CONTINUE
END IF
TF ((T2 .NE. O) .AND. (13 .NE. O)) THEN

AÀ(12,T1)=1.0
ÀÀ ( T3, l1) =-1 . 0

ELSE
CONTINUE

END IF

ELSE
CONTINUE

END IF
* IF COMPONENT IS MUTUAL INDUCTANCE

IF (14 .EQ. 1O) THEN
zE \I2, 13 ) =2. 0*VAL/DELTT
ZE \I3 ,12) =2,0*VÀL/DELTT
Do 510 .l=1,ILLN

TF (T2.EQ. ÀDL (J) ) THEN
IT1=J

ELSE
CONTINUE

END IF
510 CONTINUE

DO 520 J=1,ILLN
IF (I3 .EQ. ÄDI,(.])) THÊN

ELSE
CONTINUE

END IF
520 CONTINUE

ML(IT1,IT2)=VÀL
ML(IT2.IT1)=VAL

ELSE
CONTINUE

END IF
* END (4)
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*123456
* 23 45 6',1 89 0723 456'/ 89 4123 45 6'7 B9 01,23 4561 B9 Ar23 4561 B9 0L23 45 6'7 89 01,23 45

5OO CONTINUE
closE ( 10 )

closE(20)

RETURN
END

* SUBROUTINE eqi

*123456
*23456',7890L234561B9AI2345618901"23456'/89AI23456'789AI23456189AI2345

SUBROUTTNE Cqi (VE, CE, ECS , ÀMC , ÀMI, , ADC, ÀDL, VCE, TCCE, VLE, ILE,
STCL1E, TCL2E, IBN, INN, IRRN,ICCN, ILLN)

DOUBLE PRECTSION VE ( TBN) ,CE(IBN),ECS(IBN)
DOUÊLE PRECISION ÀMC (ICCN, ICCN) .A}{L(ILLN, ILLN)
TNTEGËR ADC (ICCN) , ADL (ILLN)
DOUBLE PRECISTON VCE ( ]CCN) ,TCCE(ICCN)
DOUBLE PRECISION VLE ( TLLN) , ILE (ILLN) , TCL1E ( ILLN) , TCL2E (ILLN)
INTEGER ÏBN, INN, IRRN, ÍCCN,ILLN

DO 100 I=1, IBN
ECS(I)=0'0

1OO CONTTNIIF]

* 23 456'7 89 0L23456189AI23 45 61 8 9 01"2 3 45 6'/ 890I23456',7 89A723 456',l 890123 45
Do 200 I-1.ICCN

vcE(I)=vE(ADC(f))
2OO CONTINUE

CALL mul (ÀMC. VCE, ICCN, ICCN, 1, TCCE )

Do 300 I=1,ICCN
ECS (ADC (I) ) =-1. 0*TCCE (l)

3OO CONTINUE

* (2) CALCULÀTE ECS DUE TO TNDUCTOR

Do 400 I-1.ÌLLN
VLE ( I ) =vE (ÀDL (I ) )

ILE ( I ) =cE (ÀDL (I ) )

4OO CONTINUE
CALL mul (Â¡{L, VLE, ILLN, ILLN, 1, TCL1E )

CÀLL add(TCL1E. ILE, TLLN, 1,1CL2E)

DO 500 I=1,ILLN
ECS (ADL ( I ) ) =TCL2E (I )

5OO CONTINUE

RETURN
ËND
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* SUBROIITïNE ac

* 23 4567 89 4123 4567 89 A123 456'7 89 0L23 4561 89 A123 456',7 89 0123 4561 89 0a23 45
SUBROUTINE ic (VE. ECS, CE, ÀMR, Ã-1.{C, A.}fL, ADR, ADC, ADL, VRI, VCI, VLT .

STCR] , TCCT, TCLI , TBN, ÌNN,IRRN,ICCN.ILLN)

DOUBLE PRECISION VE(IBN),ECS(IBN) , CE (IBN)
DOUBLE PRECTSTON ÀXR ( TRRN, IRRN), AMC ( ICCN, TCCN), A]"1L ( ILLN, ILLN )

TNTEGER ADR (]RRN) ,ADC(ICCN) ,ADL(ILLN)
DOUBLE PRECISTON VR] (IRRN) ,VCI (ICCN) ,VLT (ILLN)
DOUBLE PRECISION TCRI ( IRRN) , TCC] ( ICCN) , TCLT ( ILLN)
INTEGER IBN, INN, ÏRRN, ICCN, ILLN

DO 100 I=1 . IBN
cE(I)=0 0

1OO CONTINUE

* 23456',7 89 0723456'7 890L234561B9Ar23456',7 89 AI23 45 61B9 0a23 45 6'7 89012345

DO 200 I=1.TRRN
vRI (I ) =vE (ADR (I ) )

2OO CONTINUE
CALL mu1 (ÀMR, VRI, IRRN,IRRN.1, TCRI )

DO 250 I=1,IRRN
cE (ADR (I ) ) =rcRI (I )

254 CONTINUE

Do 300 l=1,ICCN
vcI(I)=vE(ÀDc(I))

3OO CONTINUE
CÄLL mul (A-IvfC, VCI , ICCN, ICCN, 1 , TCCI )

Do 350 l=1,ICCN
cE(ADC(I))-TcCr(l)

350 CONTTNUE

DO 400 I=1,ILLN
VLI (I ) =vE (ADL (I ) )

4OO CONTINUE

CAL]- mul (AI'fL,VLI, ILLN. ILLN, 1,TCLI)
Do 450 I=1,ILLN

cE(À.DL(T))=TCLI(I)
450 CONTTNUE

DO 500 I=1,IBN
cE(I)=CE(I)+ECS(I)

5OO CONTTNUE

RETURN
END
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